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Abstract
This thesis explores various challenges in the archiving of Internet Art, including accelerated obsolescence of technology, the ever-changing nature of the Internet and the environmental impacts
of digital archives. Using the Solar Protocol Network, Morris Fox’s Vestiges and Remains, Rhizome’s ArtBase and the Pad.ma video archive, the author builds an argument towards the cultivation of collaborative networks in archiving alongside the use of low resolution images in the creation of reliable digital archives of Internet Art. This paper draws from the conservation approaches of Annet Dekker, Richard Rinehart and Jon Ippolito, as well as, the writings of
Josephine Bosma and Hito Steyerl.
Keywords
Internet Art, digital archives, networks, “networks of care,” “reproductive” conservation, Solar
Protocol Network, Morris Fox, Rhizome, Pad.ma, Annet Dekker, Richard Rinehart, Jon Ippolito,
Josephine Bosma, Hito Steyerl
Summary for Lay Audience
In March of 2020, art institutions and DIY spaces in so-called Canada were forced to close their
doors due to the life-altering effects of the coronavirus pandemic. With no clear answers to when
the world might re-open, Internet artists formed speedy collaborations in response to the closure
of art presentation spaces and institutions. Due in part to the nature of the medium, net artists and
curators were the first to produce new works and respond to a global sense of dread, frustration,
and unease. With this proliferation of new fully digital projects, there are also growing concerns
about how the legacy of these vital projects will be protected for future generations. These
projects are fully virtual, and so they must be archived digitally in order to respect the nature of
their original context. However, the cultivation of a reliable and sustainable digital archive is rife
with pitfalls— is the software reliable? Is it an environmentally sustainable model? This paper
advocates for a new strategy in Internet Art conservation that incorporates a collaborative case by
case approach to archiving each artwork, alongside the use of low resolution images, in order to
imagine a digital archive which is independent, reliable and environmentally sustainable.
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1. Introduction
In March of 2020, art institutions and DIY spaces in so-called Canada were forced to
close their doors due to the life-altering effects of the coronavirus pandemic. With no clear answers to when the world might re-open, Internet artists formed speedy collaborations in response
to the closure of art presentation spaces and institutions. Due in part to the nature of the medium,
net artists and curators were the first to produce new works and respond to a global sense of
dread, frustration, and unease. A proliferation of new fully digital programs inevitably leads to
questions concerning how these historically significant artworks will be conserved for future
generations. Internet Art is often perceived as being temporal and resistant to any processes of
conservation or archiving and therefore creative approaches to conserving Internet Art objects
are necessary in order to protect the longevity of these artworks.
From the beginnings of net art and Web 1.0, institutions have fumbled in conserving net
art commissions and digital projects. A popular example of this is the net art commission projects
of the Tate Museum, which took place between 2000 and 2011. The Tate commissioned fifteen
net artworks, and in this eleven-year window, the museum faced challenges with both their presentation and conservation. As a result, researcher Lucy Bayley notes a “periodic invisibility of
net art and its histories at Tate,” which reveal a “museological blockage surrounding net art as a
practice.”1 The various net art commissions were linked to different curators and offsets of the
Tate in their Digital Programmes and Media Team, and through a conversion process between
different museum websites and microsites, key context and information about these commis-

1

Lucy Bayley, “‘Dusty Navigational Pathways”: Net Art in the Museum’,” in Reshaping the Collectible: The Lives
of Net Art, Tate Research Publication, 2021, https://www.tate.org.uk/research/reshaping-the-collectible/netart-dusty-navigational-pathways.
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sioned net artworks were lost. As well, these commissions were decidedly not included in Tate’s
permanent collections. The net artwork The Art of Sleep (2006) and The Art of Silence (2006) by
Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industries was only added to the permanent collection in 2020, fourteen years after the work’s initial commission.2 The delayed archival work of The Tate indicates
that notable contemporary institutions have, in the past, not been committed to the longevity of
digital projects and Internet art, and have faced challenges in their conservation.3 Internet art
shifts in context as the Internet changes around it. Through its creation online and its specific interactions with the viewer, the medium is oppositional to classical structures of museum curating,
as Bayley notes in their study of the Tate’s net art commissions.4
Researchers and historians have also cited issues of sustainability and accelerated obsolescence as reasons for avoiding the development of new processes of conservation for Internet
art.5 In Annet Dekker’s book, Collecting and Conserving Net Art, she explores the challenges
and complexities involved in the conservation of net art projects. Many net art projects are often
“born digital”; they are defined by their temporal existence within a particular network or software, as was the case with the Tate commissions.6 Dekker states that more traditional forms of
conservation are characterized by a preservation of the original integrity of a material object, but
that in order to correctly archive a net art object, one must prioritize the conservation of the
work’s original context and impact.7 This body of writing will explore the challenges of the conservation of Internet Art in digital archives, citing Dekker’s concerns with accelerated obsolesBayley, “‘Dusty Navigational Pathways.”
Note: Later in this chapter I will define my use of the term “Internet Art.”
4
Bayley, “Dusty Navigational Pathways.”
5 Annet Dekker, Collecting and Conserving Net Art: Moving Beyond Conventional Methods (New York: Routledge,
2018), 4.
6 Josephine Bosma, Nettitudes (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2011) 18.
7
Dekker, Collecting and Conserving Net Art, 4.
2
3
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cence and the lack of reliability of the Internet, but also, these chapters will each address the ecological impacts of large swaths of data which accumulate to form the digital archive. This writing
will chart the environmental impacts of conventional digital archiving strategies, and offer a new
“reproductive” conservation approach which incorporates both Dekker’s “network of care”
alongside the use of low resolution digital images.
1.1 Terminology
Throughout this thesis I will use “Internet Art” as a catch all term for artworks that have
been created with the intention of being accessed through the Internet, a piece of art which is
born into the digital realm. I use this terminology as it applies more widely to both net.art and
net-based arts practices which do not fall within the original definition of net.art. “Internet Art”
might encapsulate live-streamed performance art, online exhibitions in virtual reality, streamed
animations, discord collaborations, and other art practices that exclusively use The Internet in
their presentation and circulation.
I use the term “networks” throughout these pages in the description of collective artistic
endeavours online such as the Solar Protocol Network, the Techno-Ecologists and the Pad.ma
archive, as well as a more generalized experience of feeling tuned in to a digital knowledge system when one enters the World Wide Web. Defining “networks” becomes a bit sticky; my use of
the word may shift depending on its context, for a “network” may represent a rich metaphor or a
description of a computational information system, and most of the time it is both. The “network” is often applied in the humanities, media studies, and philosophy as a descriptor of the circulation of language and knowledge or, for instance, by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in

3

their “rhizomatic” network and Michel Foucault in relation to archaeology.8 Predominantly I will
use the term “networks” as a descriptor of collaborative endeavours of creative experiences facilitated by the World Wide Web. The “network” is a term used by net artists since the 1990s to signify many individuals coming together in the proliferation of knowledge and circulation of alternative histories using digital technologies and virtual domains.9 The network is not possible
without both humans and the technology, which allows for this term to describe both an information circulation system and a metaphor. My definition of a “network” is also informed by Annet
Dekker’s concept of a “network of care,” a collaborative group consisting of an artist, archivist,
historian and/or administrator who develops unique conservation strategies for a piece of Internet
art, based on its context and affectual qualities.10 In these writings, the “network” aligns with the
use of the term by other net artists in the 1990s and 2000s.
The “network” is a collaborative system between human creative endeavour and technological infrastructure; the term is sometimes viscous in its ability to describe a collection of software and fibre optic cable, and also a theoretical imaginary of knowledge. The “archive” is similar in this sense, and throughout this body of work I may use the term to describe a digital archive as a protected collection of images, notes, videos and GIFs existing on an online server.
The term may also be used to delve into the nature of the archive. The “archive” will at times
draw from Foucault or Wolfgang Ernst, exploring how these writings may be activated in order
to imagine the archive as a digital information system. The digital archive exists within The Internet, and its function and structure is therefore affected by the net’s unique time-space. One

Patrick Jagoda, Network Aesthetics (University of Chicago Press, 2016) 15.
Tom Corby, Network Art: Practices and Positions (Taylor & Francis, 2013) 1.
10
Dekker, Collecting and Conserving Net Art, 12-14.
8
9
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must look to these foundational texts in order to navigate this unique relationship. Considering
classical definitions of “the archive,” one might better realize how its traditional qualities may
be useful for defining the digital archive. The conceptual potentials of such a database must be
developed in order to build an archive which is both pragmatically useful and creatively vigorous. I am interested in the ways in which both Foucault and Ernst conceptualize “the archive” in
relationship with time and history. I contend here that perhaps the digital archive is able to exist
within its own unique time-space, which is affected by its existence on the Internet. The digital
archive is shaped by the accelerated obsolescence of technology and cultural developments
which are characteristic of life online.
In Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault states that the existence of the archive is dependent upon its distance from us; we must be able to historically separate ourselves from objects in
order to form a structure, rules, and definitions for the archive.11 In reaction to Foucault, media
theorist Wolfgang Ernst asserts that the evolution of the archive as a digital form alters our perception of time and influences memory. He states: “The archive becomes a factor that reverses
time, transforming it into the formative space: a memory machine that plays a leading role on our
operational stage. Thus the archive is not so much an agent of historical time but rather a medium for a detemporalized present of storage.”12 Ernst continues by recognizing the ways in which
the Internet has the capabilities to present new ways of categorizing information. A more expansive inventory of memory can mean alterations in our perception of time and history.13 This assertion that the digital archive may alter perceptions of time is worth noting here; if Foucault is
Michel Foucault, “The Historical a priori and the Archive” in Archaeology of Knowledge & the Discourse on
Language (New York: Pantheon Books), 130.
12 Wolfgang Ernst, “Inverted Time: The Space of the Archive,” in Stirrings in the Archive: Order from Disorder
(London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015), 29.
13
Ernst, Stirrings in the Archive, 2.
11
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correct in that we must “distance” ourselves from information in order to construct the archive,
perhaps then, the digital realm creates its own time-space, and we may be able to distance ourselves from the digital archive in the span of one year instead of 50 or 100 years. I approach the
digital archive with this in mind; defining it as a grouping of digital information which, in its
creation, shapes its own relationship with time in a digital plain. This context may affect our ability to protect it from the precariousness of Internet infrastructure or climate catastrophe.
In this period of existential dread, we must rethink the conservation of artworks and cultural objects in order to protect the longevity of these works. In the world of virtual space, time
operates differently. The Internet is accelerating at a rapid pace, and we can see this evolution
reflected in the works of net artists from the 1990s to today.14 If our relationships with time and
the future are impacted by a kind of affective dread, what Hito Steyerl calls a “terminal impermanence,” then perhaps this relationship between time and technology may alter our understanding of the archive.15 Drawing from Foucault’s notion that we must be historically distanced from
the object/information in order to define its classification within an archive, perhaps this “distancing” may be achieved sooner and take on new forms.
1.2 A New Strategy in Internet Art Conservation
Prior to 2020, the world of net art existed, for the most part, outside of the bounds of institutional spaces and the white cube. Due to the closure of physical arts spaces in Canada in
compliance with Covid-19 health and safety standards, many public galleries and Artist-Run
Centres created new partnerships with net artists, commissioning projects and digital spaces that
Note: A good example of one such artist is Olia Lialina, whose works are often archives of old Geocities. Lialina
works as an early Internet archaeologist in order to explore the evolution of the digital realm.
Olia Lialina, “Rascal, A Labrador, Mochi, A Pug, and Other Webmasters,” in I Was Raised on the Internet, (Munich:
Delmonico Books & Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, 2018), 98-101.
15 Hito Steyerl, Duty Free Art: Art in the Age of Planetary Civil War (New York: Verso Press, 2017) 14.
14
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provided a means of offering accessible arts programming. This recent turn toward the institutional support of net artists represents a pivotal moment in contemporary arts in Canada, and introduces a series of questions and possibilities concerning how galleries and net artists might
work collaboratively towards preserving these historically significant net art projects. The field
of Internet art is defined by its ability to fluctuate and evolve over time. Due to this, the net artwork presents challenges within arts conservation and archiving.
Challenges to the net art archive are connected with issues of permanence and reliability.
In Heather Slania’s article “Online Art Ephemera," she acknowledges how many art libraries are
not concerned with the archiving of websites or online video and audio components.16 This lack
of interest is also tied to the false perception that whatever is uploaded online will exist forever.
This is simply not the case; everyday websites are taken down, an online network may dissolve
or alter its user policy, as we have seen occur with Tumblr and other popular platforms.17 In fact,
studies have shown that the life cycle of websites cited in peer-reviewed articles are between four
to five years.18 The utility of a digital archive of net artworks must therefore exist within a virtual
context which is imbued with a degree of reliability, overcoming the temporality of many websites, online exhibitions, and net art projects.
This issue within art conservation is not a new one. Indeed, artists, curators and conservators have been tackling the problem of the appropriate conservation of multimedia artworks for
decades. In the 1990s and early 2000s, many individuals in the arts were engaged in discussions

Heather Slamia, “Online Art Ephemera: Web Archiving at the National Museum of Women in the Arts,” Art Documentation: Journal of the Art Libraries Society of North America, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Spring 2013): 112.
https://doi.org/10.1086/669993.
17 Aja Romano, “Tumblr is banning adult content. It's about so much more than porn,” in Vox, December 17, 2018,
https://www.vox.com/2018/12/4/18124120/tumblr-porn-adult-content-ban-user-backlash.
18
Heather Slamia, “Online Art Ephemera,” 112.
16
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around the appropriate methodologies for archiving media artworks and installation; pieces of art
that used a combination of video, sound, installation, scent etc. in order to build affective environments.19 In 2007, Richard Rinehart addressed this issue of conservation, suggesting the development of an all-encompassing “Media Arts Notation System,” which could be used to conserve the original meaning and context of media art, including Internet Art and intermedia installation work.20 He proposed a “formal declarative model of metadata,” and stated that this digital
notation system would in fact be more descriptive than a conserved or reproduced physical remnant of an artwork, which he stated, “may be counter-productive owing to a lack of documentation methods, and thus access.”21 This approach is an interesting one, insofar as it offers a solution to the problems of net art archiving discussed above. However, in finding neat and organized
ways of compiling media art and net art, the original context of the material would be lost. The
various projects compiled in the notation system would be homogenized. They would become an
extractive transmutation within an institutional framework of knowledge. In fact, this notation
system may take away from the original intention of an artwork. Many net artists create works
which are intended to always live online and the work is meant to morph over time.22 Rinehart
acknowledges this effect of the notation system: “In many cases these art forms were created to
contradict and bypass the traditional art world’s values and resulting practices. They have been
successful to the point of being victims of their own volatile intent.”23

Richard Rinehart, “Media Arts Notation System: Documenting and Preserving Digital/Media Art,” Leonardo, Vol.
40, No. 2 (Spring 2007): 181. https://www.jstor.org/stable/20206382?searchText=media+arts+notation+system.
20
Rinehart, “Media Arts Notation System,” 181.
21
Rinehart, “Media Arts Notation System,” 183.
22 Josephine Bosma, “Part Two: The Gap Between Then and Now: On the Conservation of Memory” in Nettitudes,
164-191.
23
Rinehart, “Media Arts Notation System,” 181.
19
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Through the development of a digital metadata of notes, a dissection of the net artwork,
the intangible material and aesthetic qualities of the original work would potentially be impacted.
Dekker states that conservation strategies must change in order to account for works that cannot
be defined by their materiality, but instead be defined by their original framework and contextual
significance.24 In order to explore the potential archiving of such artworks, it is important to prioritize the legacy of both the material aura and the contextual framing of the object.
Another factor in the development of digital archives involves new mandates towards environmental sustainability within institutions, galleries, and museums. The creation of new websites to host digital archives online would mean that a computer must host the server long term.
Furthermore, the larger the archive in terms of data, the more energy will be consumed by the
computer server. The creation of a digital archive that is expansive, reliable, and ever-changing
would therefore bring with it some form of ecological impact.
With all of this in mind, I will argue that we must find new way to conserve Internet Art,
ones that account for accelerated obsolescence, but also the inherent impermanence of The Internet and the environmental costs of cultivating digital archives. I am interested in the connection
between the Internet Art object and its archival remnant because the distinctions between the two
can often become slippery and contentious. This inevitably leads to new questions concerning
the value and integrity of the original net art object and how it relates to the digital archive. Internet Art is defined by its ability to be recreated, copied, and pasted, producing countless iterations. This constant and precarious flux has often defied net art’s existence within a conventional
institutional archive, but perhaps a more creative form of conservation could bridge a gap, allow-

24

Dekker, Collecting and Conserving Net Art, 4.
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ing for DIY spaces, Artist-Run Centres, and larger galleries to cultivate an ethical digital database.
1.3 Solar Protocol’s Sustainable Virtual Network: the Interconnectedness of Environment
and Technology
The first section will explore different approaches to building sustainable virtual platforms, in the hopes of creating new opportunities for less extractive digital archives, or more realistically, investigate different channels and methodologies. As stated above, more and more institutions and galleries are updating their mandates to include efforts towards environmental sustainability and zero waste. These vital initiatives may often seem at odds with the production of
digital archives, or any reliance on technology and virtual networks.25 Indeed, the realities of traditional digital archives and conservation strategies are more often than not connected to extractive processes through energy consumption. Digital preservation in many gallery systems and
large institutions is reliant on interconnected infrastructure known as information and communication technology (ICT), which includes microprocessors, data centres, satellites, and networking
infrastructure.26 In 2019, Pendergrass, Sampson, Walsh and Alagna published a literary review
that provided examples of how ICT components and digital preservation strategies “have a negative environmental impact throughout their lifecycles.”27 This study also advocated for a rethinking of digital preservation, conservation, and archiving, seeking new approaches which may
still exist online but within more thoughtful, reflexive virtual networks.

Pendergrass, Keith L., et al., “Toward Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” The American Archivist,
vol. 82, no. 1 (2019): 178, https://doi.org/10.17723/0360-9081-82.1.165.
26
Pendergrass et al., “Towards Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” 166.
27
Pendergrass et al., “Towards Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” 166.
25
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In 2020, artists Tega Brain, Alex Nathanson and Benedetta Piantella launched SolarProtocol.net; a solar-powered website which is hosted by a series of servers across the world and
powered by the sun’s rays. By operating in tandem with the rotation of the earth, the network operates in such a way that the user is connected to the website by whichever server is in proximity
to the strongest sunshine.28 Each time the user visits SolarProtocol.net, they may experience differences in aesthetics and visual impact due to the “Energy-centred Design” of the website. If the
network does not have a high access to sunlight, the site will automatically revert to a “low resolution mode.”29 Through an exploration of SolarProtocol.net, and other artists working within the
field of techno-ecology, I intend to emphasize the potentials of the low resolution image or, the
low-res “trace,” in creating both environmentally sound and technologically malleable digital
conservation strategies.30
1.4 Morris Fox’s Vestiges and Remains: A Queer Goth Crypt or an Act of Care
In section 2 I will explore Annet Dekker’s concept of “networks of care,” as a strategy for
artists working with archives to produce new works, or creating net art that acts as both an art
object and an archival remnant. As a means of grounding this concept of the “network of care,” I
will explore the conceptual approach and collaborative process involved in the creation of Morris
Fox’s 2022 exhibition Vestiges and Remains.
Vestiges and Remains is an exploratory exhibition, created through utilizing Artcite Inc.’s
archive of DIY Artist-Run culture. Fox worked with Artcite Inc.’s archivist over a six month pe“The Solar Protocol Network, sunshine dependent internet,” in Neutral, accessed on January 5th, 2022, http://
neural.it/2021/07/the-solar-protocol-network-sunshine-dependent-internet/.
29 Alex Nathanson et al., “Solar Protocol Manifesto,” in Solar Protocol, accessed on January 10th, 2022, http://so
larprotocol.net/manifesto.html.
30 Rasa Smite and Raitis Smits, “Emerging Techno-Ecological Art Practices: Towards Renewable Futures,” in
Provocative Alloys: A Post-Media Anthology, ed. Anthony Iles et al. (London: Mute Publishing Limited,
2013), 145.
28
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riod, working collaboratively in order to produce new works that weave past and present,
archives and fiction, building a “convergence of archives, parafiction and invitational programming, allow(ing) audiences to bring their own memories, histories and conversations into
Artcite’s gallery and archives.”31 I assert that through a process of collaboration between artist,
archivist and administrator, Fox’s Vestiges and Remains may present us with an example for both
creating new works that activate the archive, but also act as a framework in which future works
may be ethically conserved in digital networks.
1.5 A Low-Res .JPG: The Low Resolution Trace as Reproductive Archival Strategy
In the third section, I will examine the ways in which the low resolution image presents
archivists, artists, and historians with a malleable tool in the documentation of net-based artistic
practice. This section will compare the archival methods of Rhizome and Pad.ma's video archive.
Juxtaposing Rhizome’s Emulator model and Linked Open Data infrastructure with Pad.ma's archive of low resolution video, this chapter will explore the low resolution image’s accessibility
as an archival strategy. By bringing together Hito Steyerl’s “In Defense of the Poor Image,” as
well as Alois Riegl’s essay concerning the cult of the monument and “age-value,” this chapter
will explore both the flexibility and access of the low-resolution image as well as how such an
image may express its position within an art historical context.
1.6 Dreaming a Sustainable Digital Archive
The realities of the accelerated obsolescence of technology, the unreliable nature of The
Internet in late-capitalism, and the ecological impacts of digital conservation all play a role in
imagining an exploratory, expansive digital archive of net-based practice. Such a vision of ex31

Artcite Inc. website, Vestiges and Remains, accessed on March 25th, 2022, https://www.artciteinc.ca/vestigesand-remains.
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pansive conservation is not without its challenges and obstacles, however. We must dream of
such spaces in order to protect the works of emerging and established artists within the field of
Internet Art. Net artists have been operating both within the gallery system and outside of it, navigating institutional control and a globally commodified virtual realm, creating new works during
a global pandemic. These works are cathartic and grief-stricken, equal parts hopeful and deeply
nihilistic. I contend throughout this thesis that these complex and timely projects must be conserved and live on and, in order to thoughtfully protect them, we must think about what a reflexive digital archive could look like.
As larger institutions begin to recognize the legitimacy of Internet Art, this provides us
with new opportunities to imagine approaches to archiving and conservation that are not grounded in material preservation but in their context, digital degradation, intent and collaboration.
Contending with a worldview which becomes more and more nihilistic each year, it becomes a
radical act of optimism to centre the conservation of artworks created online.

13

2. Solar Protocol’s Sustainable Virtual Network: the Interconnectedness of Environment
and Technology
Broadly speaking, my own conceptions of the archive are categorized twofold: the physical material archive, dusty and aged, slowly worn away by minuscule degrees over decades,
these materials sit in boxes stored in basements, libraries and institutionally sanctioned, temperature-controlled rooms. The physical archive is only accessible to the chosen few. And then, there
is the digital archive, set in high-definition, an infinity of pixels and open access. You click in,
explore at your leisure, zooming in to examine a wrinkle on a page or a note in a margin. The
digital archive might be cross referenced by date, location and material. The digital archive is
housed in a virtual space, and the archive may grow infinitely, for within The Cloud there is
enough space for a high-definition perfect storage of the present as it converges with the past.
With the digital archive, those who operate these entities are not forced to choose what to omit
and include. The onslaught of digital information exists comfortably, cushioned by the limitless
potential of The Cloud.
And yet, The Cloud would not be possible without the existence of data centres, which
rely on extractive energy consumption in order to provide that illusion of reliability and elegance.
The use of a natural phenomena as metaphor and marketing device has the potential to distract us
from extraction and devastation in the case of The Cloud. However, movements such as Solar
Protocol are mobilizing digital technologies in order to remind us of the interconnected nature of
our world. The weather, the wind, the sun and the land—these forces are an integral part of our
digital infrastructures.

14

In 2021, for the sixth year running, the global temperature of the planet in summer
months reached records highs, well above the average temperature in the 20th century. The research conducted by NASA and the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration)
indicated that the Earth has not been this hot in 115,000 years.1 The effects of this warmth have
substantial implications in our daily lives; this warmth affects our bodies and our food, our architecture and natural surroundings, and so too does it affect our digital worlds. For example, as the
global temperatures rise, it will take more energy to keep our data centres cool.2
Internet infrastructure is deeply affected by climate change and, in turn, our relationships
with technology will inevitably be impacted by the warming climate. The materials which make
possible the transmission, capture and storage of digital information, also known as ICT (information and communication technologies) such as fibre-optic cables, satellites, antennae, computers, data centres. These materials are connected to processes of extraction; in their production
and lifecycles they affect our environment. James Bridle says of our relationships to the digital,
“at the heart of our current crisis is the hyper-object of the network: the internet and the modes of
life and ways of thinking it weaves together… the network is an emergent cultural form, generated from conscious and unconscious desires in dialogue with mathematics and electrons and silicon and glass fibre.”3
One small facet of this hyper-object network, the weaving of the real and the virtual, is
the recent move towards digital archives and data storage by cultural organizations, museums
and libraries. These organizations’ switch to digital storage could be for the sake of convenience,
Raymond Zhong, “2021 Was Earth's Fifth-Hottest Year, Scientists Say,” in The New York Times, January 10, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/10/climate/2021-hottest-year.html
2
Pendergrass et al., “Towards Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” 178.
3 James Bridle, New Dark Age: Technology and the End of the Future (London: Verso, 2019), 75.
1
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reliability, and accessibility for users and researchers, as well as to take advantage of new technologies which may offer potential for art historical research.4 These expansive databases often
house huge amounts of data in cloud-based storage systems; the OCLC’s survey projected that
cultural heritage organizations (libraries, museums and research groups etc.) conserve about 5,
750 petabytes of unique digital information collectively. In Pendergrass’ et al. expansive survey
of the literature about sustainable digital archives, the researchers recognize patterns in the nature
of digital archiving today. They state, “[d]igital preservation relies on technological infrastructure[s] ... that ha[ve] considerable negative environmental impacts, which in turn threaten
the very organizations tasked with preserving digital content.”5 The current normalized systems
of digital conservation are threatening the future integrity of their own collections by building
these extractive modes of data storage. A shift in digital conservation is imperative; we must explore alternatives which prioritize sustainability and ecology over reliability or user experience.6
With all of this in mind, how are net-based artists exploring new avenues for building
digital worlds, ones which are less extensive and more generative? And, how might we engage
with the strategies of the techno-ecologists and the Solar Protocol Network in order to find new
potentials for digital archives, ones which do not rely on data centres and other extractive components, but instead celebrate the connections between the digital and natural realms?
2.1 Techno-ecological Art Practice, a ‘Transversal’ Approach to Digital Art
Considering the negative impacts of the Internet’s guts, the wires and cables, extractive
metals and messy backends, it might seem hopeless to dream a symbiotic relationship between
Samuel D. Quigley, et al., “Scholarship and Digital Publications: Where Research Meets Innovative Technology,”
Visual Resources 29, no. 1-2 (2013): 98. https://doi.org/10.1080/01973762.2013.761122.
5
Pendergrass et al., “Towards Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” 165.
6 Valérie Schafer and Jane Winters, “The Values of Web Archives,” International Journal of Digital Humanities 2,
no. 1-3 (2021): 139. https://doi.org/10.1007/s42803-021-00037-0.
4
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the technological and the natural plain. There is a tension here: How might digital artists contend
with the very real environmental effects of digital art production? There are concerns with energy
efficiency as I described above, but also issues of material production and waste. C.P. Balde et al.
estimated that approximately 45 million metric tons of electronic waste are created each year,
and only 20% of this is recycled properly, while 76% of this waste is dumped, traded or recycled
in “undocumented ways.”7 These undocumented waste management systems mean e-waste often
ends up in lower-income countries where workers disassemble these systems for raw materials,
leading to e-waste sites with very toxic conditions.8 With this said, how might artists who work
online contend with the global effects of computers and digital technology? One such group is
the techno-ecological artists who form the Renewable Network. Working with scientists and local communities, the Renewable Network organizes actions that use media in order to connect
viewers to the natural world.9
Rasa Smite and Raitis Smith, founding members of the Renewable Network, wrote about
their experiences as digital artists in the late 1990s, as they were learning about the negative impacts of internet infrastructure and technology. They say: “When, after ten years of working with
the Internet and computers, we started to think about how such intensive work with machines
that radiate electromagnetic fields influences us, our world started to shrink.”10 They suggest a
mode of thinking “transversally” about digital art and environment, how new techno-ecological
art projects may act as connectors, bridging different groups and “human and nonhuman
7

C. P. Baldé et al., The Global E-waste Monitor 2017: Quantities, Flows, and Resources (Bonn/Geneva/Vienna:
United National University, International Telecommunication Union, and International Solid Waste Associ
ation, 2017), 38.
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Pendergrass et al., “Towards Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” 175.
Smite and Smits, “Emerging Techno-Ecological Art Practices,” 142–159.
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worlds.”11 The concept of the “transversal” in relation to artistic production was popularized in
Europe in the mid 1990s through to the early 2000s, influenced by “new anarchist” movements
and intervention art in Europe. Artist and writer Susan Kelly describes this methodology as a link
between the artist and the political, a “simultaneous questioning of the representational structure
of the political party operating within the corporate ethos of the nation state, and the genres of
traditional community-based and public art which correspond with these structures of political
representation.”12
In summary, a transversal mode acknowledges artistic production within a constricting political climate, such as global capitalism, and rebels against it. In relation to the work of Smite
and Smith, to think transversally is to form bonds between bodies, ecologies and technology, and
imagine productive uses of technology rather than to simply reject technologies as destructive.
These artists imagine utilizing technologies in new ways to build “Renewable Futures.”13 A
transversal approach facilitates expansive thinking about how conservators and archivists might
build modes of digital archiving that are less extractive, while also recognizing the realities of the
various ways in which digitality is interwoven with our daily lives and cultural production.
It is from this transversal framework that I will consider the works of the Solar Protocol
Network, from a position of thinking about the Internet as a connective force which may offer
solutions or new modes of thinking. Solar Protocol is one such net-based sustainable approach
that incorporates solar energy, powering DIY servers and creating community-based digital networks of renewable servers across the globe.
Smite and Smits. “Emerging Techno-Ecological Art Practices” 150-152.
Kelly, Susan. “The Transversal and the Invisible: How Do You Really Make a Work of Art That Is Not a Work of
Art?” in Transversal Texts, January, 2005, https://transversal.at/transversal/0303/kelly/en.
13
Smite and Smits, “Emerging Techno-Ecological Art Practice,” 152.
11
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2.2 Solar Protocol: Solar-Powered Art
The use of solar power in the art world is by no means new, and as the mechanics for collecting solar power become more affordable and accessible, solar power provides opportunities
for communities in remote locations to build their own digital infrastructures. It also provides
artists and designers new tools with which to ethically produce digital and electronic art. In order
to fully grasp the nature of these processes, it is vital to begin by describing the nature of solar
energy as a power source. Thermonuclear reactions in the sun produce an electromagnetic energy, which beam towards us and is absorbed by the Earth as thermal energy.14 On April 25, 1954,
Bell Labs released the rst practical solar cell, a new technology which allowed for the collection
of electricity via photovoltaic effect, commonly referred to as PV. The PV energy collection
model uses solar panels to collect and store energy, and is the most common technology used in
solar powered artworks and design.15 It is this technology which the Solar Protocol Network utilizes in order to create their unique, low-emission online signal.
Solar Protocol is a solar powered website which hosts six servers across the globe, each
of which powers the site using solar energy. The website and collaborative network was founded
by artist and environmental engineer Tega Brain, Benedetta Piantella, Alex Nathanson and Keita
Ohshiro. Digital artist and community organizer Piantella came to the project with a background
in creating community-based digital networks in remote locations, building resilient Internet infrastructure for those who previously did not have these networks available to them. The project
was born from an NYU Green Grant, and started as a “Solar Powered Media” research project in
which Piantella and Brain would create a blueprint for designing a solar-powered website and
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Screenshot of Solar Protocol homepage

The solar-powered server created by the Solar Powered Media research group was built
from a small number of components, which may be easily sourced in North America, and can be
shipped or sourced in many other continents. The goal of the group was to write a blueprint
which might be easily realized in different parts of the globe. The backend of the server is composed of a PV solar panel, connected to a small charge controller, and this charge controller is
then connected to a battery to store backup energy. A single board computer (otherwise known as
a raspberry pie) generates the signal. This blueprint would later be scaled up to a global network,
what is now SolarProtocol.net.17
When the user navigates to Solar Protocol, they are greeted by a large chart encompassing two-thirds of the screen. This chart is composed of a series of concentric circles and inter16 Artist
17

talk by Tega Brain, and Benedetta Piantella, Solar Protocol: Reimagining the Internet Through Natural
Logic, accessed May 1, 2022, https://cusp.nyu.edu/past-events/solar-protocol/.
Artist talk by Brain and Piantella, Solar Protocol.
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secting lines, along with blocks of colour and text that track the source and energy production of
the solar-powered network. Beside this graph is a title and text reading, “A naturally intelligent
network” along with information about which server is currently powering the site and how
much juice is in the server’s battery. The site also includes a navigational bar with links to further
information about the servers in their network, their Manifesto, their technology and a Library
that links to texts and projects which have informed the SP network. This site and global network
are unique to other projects in that they hint towards a new mode of thinking about our relationships to the digital world, in terms of both design, utility, and connections with the Earth and the
solar system. Solar Protocol critiques our predominant modes of using the Internet and digital
space through offering new sustainable ways of interacting with technology.
2.3 Solar Protocol: Energy Efficient Design
The Solar Protocol model and manifesto are hinged on their design of a website which
prioritizes energy efficiency over aestheticism and user convenience. To the left of the Home
webpage, along with indicating the current server powering the site, there is a line that indicates
whether the site is running “High res mode” or alternatively, a “Low res mode.” These settings
indicate that, depending on the strength of the renewable energy source, the site may default to a
design preset which is more energy efficient. Solar Protocol’s design choices are “energy-responsive” meaning that if the site is in “Low res mode,” the images and graphs in the site will be removed and the size of the page reduced. In most web design, there is a focus on sleek layout,
unique fonts and large, high resolution images that centre visual engagement and user experience. In contrast, the Solar Protocol design privileges the energy source over the visual dynamism of the site itself, and this presents us with a new kind of visual relationship that is at
21

odds with our pre-existing standards for glossy digital content.
Moreover, the Solar Protocol design does not use Javascript.18 This design choice means
that the computational work of running the site is, for the most part, linked back to the server, as
opposed to being run by the user’s computer. On the Solar Protocol website, they cite Joanna
Moll’s Hidden Life of the Amazon User (2019), in which the artist tracks the computational energy of their computer in Amazon online purchases, which relies on JavaScript to offset energy
consumption away from their own servers and onto the device of the user.19 Brain and Piantella
chose this specific model in order to centre sustainable power over aestheticism, consistency or
efficiency. In an artist talk presented by NYU’s Centre for Urban Science and Progress, the two
collaborators discussed their thinking in running this energy-responsive design. They state that in
the creative process, they wanted to be “accountable to their design solutions,” thinking about the
different ways that design has a climate impact.20
In several sections of the Solar Protocol site, the user may recognize the use of “dithering” in images. Alex Nathanson, one of the co-creators of the SP network also cites these image
quality design choices in his book A History of Solar Powered Art and Design, in reference to
solar powered Internet aesthetics. He says, “In order to make the website more energy efficient, a
number of design elements were utilized. Increasing the efficiency of the site relies on decreasing
the amount of data that is transferred to the client. One of the notable visual changes is the image
quality. Dithering is used on the images. This technique is used to dramatically decrease the size-

Artist talk by Brain and Piantella, Solar Protocol.
Joanna Moll, The Hidden Life of an Amazon User, accessed June 15, 2022. https://www.janavirgin.com/AMZ/
amazon.html.
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of an image, while maintaining the perception of the image.”21

Example of dithering on the Manifesto page of SolarProtocol.net

In image processing terms, “dithering” is a technique that simulates colour and shading
through the addition of pixels, or what might look like visual noise. In look, dithering might appear similar to a comic strip, creating a greyscale or colour using a series of dots placed strategically side by side.22 This format puts less strain on the site’s energy source. Here, the design is
impacted by the material costs of operation over flashiness or user experience.
2.4 Solar Protocol: Naturally-Intelligent Network
In a conference presentation in 2019, the creators of Solar Protocol cited the Pendergrass
literature review of data storage by cultural heritage institutions in order to build an argument
towards the prevalence of their work, in which the creators prioritize the cultivation of less ex-
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tractive digital networks. The authors of the study call for a “paradigm shift” in how organizations, academics and artists think about digital storage and conservation, a reworking of how we
privilege user experience and access above all other things.23 The creators of Solar Protocol are
perhaps doing just that. Although this site is not per se a digital archive, it is a new form of digital network of data sharing, one which celebrates the connections between digital networks,
weather and the Earth.
Solar Protocol’s “naturally intelligent information system” is a response to artificial intelligence, and at the heart of their work is the principal goal of re-shaping our relationships to digital technology and environments. In their manifesto, the Solar Protocol collective states that the
intelligence of their network is controlled by “earthy dynamics,” just as our daily lives are impacted by “weather, seasons, tides and atmospheric conditions” in many ways, from behavioural
shifts, how we move through our environments, food production etc.24 Their model can be classified as “naturally intelligent” because the network’s signal is reliant on the sun’s rays. There is
always the potential for the site to go offline if the access to this natural resource decreases. In an
artist talk with Piantella and Brain, the creators of Solar Protocol stress the importance of digital
networks which engage with the natural instead of existing outside of it.25
Building a network that operates in tandem with the sun introduces a set of variables
which alter the user experience and design of the site. For example, there is the potential that the
site may go offline. This is not necessarily a bad thing. Piantella and Brain stress that this normalization of constant access which we associate with the Internet is potentially wasteful and
23
24
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ultimately unnecessary. As users, we are so used to having constant access to information, so
much so that this has become the norm. Through the use of solar power however, access cannot
be 24/7 and 365 days a year, and this new mode of using the Internet—a de-centering of reliability over sustainability—may alter our relationship to digital networks for the better.
When one visits Solar Protocol, one’s gaze is drawn towards the side bar and the battery
storage icon. As a user, you become curious about your position in relation to the energy source.
Is this site at 100% battery? How much is available in storage? These questions are unique in relation to the ways in which a user might normally access a website, where there is an implied
definitive access to energy. By including the battery life on the homepage, the designers are
building a user experience in which the visitor of the site is reminded of the energy consumption
of their visit, and their connection as a user of technology to the natural world. Alex Nathanson
says of this system “[Solar Protocol] look[s] at limitations like battery capacity and sun-hours not
as a loss, but as an opportunity for creative exploration.”26
Instances of hybrid subjectivity between the natural and technological are, in fact, quite
common. Many of our ICT technologies will be impacted by the natural world and climate
change in the near future. In James Bridle’s New Dark Age, the author reflects on “the electromagnetic spectrum” and the ways in which the warming climate will impact our wireless signals
in the future. He says,
The refractive index of the atmosphere is highly dependent on humidity and severely affects the curvature
of electromagnetic waves, along with the rate at which they fade. Increased temperatures and rainfall will
shift the beams of point-to-point data links—such as microwave transmissions— and attenuate broadcast
signals. As the earth warms and becomes wetter, ever-greater densities of wireless masts will be required,
and maintenance will become more difficult… Wi-Fi, in short, will get worse, not better.27
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Bridle is describing here a material, technical connection between the electromagnetic pulsation
of the earth and technological infrastructure, and the various ways in which climate change will
impact our Internet infrastructures. This concept could be construed as a relationship of digital
materiality, a connection between media and geological impacts. In Jussi Parikka’s Geology of
Media, the author breaks down the mediation between the natural and technological through a
study of the material relationship between the two. The inorganic and the organic become entwined by the ways in which humans extract and modify the natural world in the production of
technology. This relationship is further complicated by the different modes in which we use media and technology in order to better understand the earth and track the changing climate,
through mapping, simulation, or remote sensing technologies. Within the realm of media art, the
techno-ecologists and the creators of Solar Protocol use technology in order to reach viewers and
share information about environmental devastation and impacts. On the other hand, “the earth
provides for media and enables it” in a practical sense through mineral extraction and “the affordances of its geophysical reality that make technical media happen.”28 Parikka calls this tension
of operations a “sphere of medianatures.” The term is often used to describe material effects on
the environment due to technology, for instance the effects of e-waste or resource depletion.29
The medianature is also the central feature of the Solar Protocol site, the creators are
committed to centring the technical components of how the site functions, and how the technologies they use interact with the natural world. How the site is powered is the focus of the project,
what would normally be considered the “back-end” of the site is centre stage, and each remote
server is photographed and celebrated. These specific choices are emblematic of the digital mate28
29
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riality of the Solar Protocol vision, the wiring, the PV panel and the raspberry pie are made key
components of the site as an artwork and network, the nucleus of Solar Protocol is defined by the
technical functioning of the site.
It is imperative that consumers acquaint themselves with a new reality, where constant
access and reliability will no longer be the norm. There is a tangible connection between our
warming environment and our digital infrastructures which, in the coming years, will affect our
access to technology more broadly. And yet, our relationships to digitality and nature are fragmented; the environmental impacts are often disconnected from our user experience. The Solar
Protocol manifesto reads: “The present day imagination for the internet has been enabled by an
energy regime that relies on lethal fossil fuels. And the result? An online culture that valorizes
speed, self expression through ever larger media and data-driven intelligence that is requiring
more and more energy.”30
The methodology of Solar Protocol becomes a rallying cry against these extractive technologies. The website is a technological shift towards a pragmatic and psychological oneness
with the earth.31 A model for digital archiving which borrows from the principles of Solar Protocol could embody a new form of user experience and structure, a form of conservation which
represents the kind of “paradigm shift” Pendergrass et al. call for in their exhaustive review of
sustainability in digital archiving.

Nathanson et al., “Solar Protocol Manifesto.”
Note: These principles in part cite Indigenous knowledge systems as influential in their approach. Solar Protocol
includes Robin Wall Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass in their resource library.
30
31
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2.5 Conclusion
The ICT technologies and cloud storage often utilized by institutions in the creation of
digital archives have tangible detrimental effects, as has been established by Pendergrass et al.
and expanded upon in the writings of James Bridle and the Solar Protocol Network. In 2022, as
more institutions turn towards the digital storage of archival material, there will inevitably be a
growing call for equitable and sustainable structures for these databases. Calls for the “good
governance” of digital archives must lead to transparency in “knowledge infrastructures, sustainability in digital studies and inclusiveness in living archives.”32 Cultural organizations and adhoc groups who seek to create digital archives will face challenges to their models.
John Ehrenfeld, a leading environmental researcher in sustainability studies, recently
commented on the nature of “sustainability” today, in terms of the ubiquity and commercialization of the term. He states: “If we learn to make a product or service more sustainable, all we’ve
probably done is figured out how to make the wrong thing last for a longer time.” For Ehrenfeld,
the answer is not a sustainable tweaking of our current norms of living and working, but a radical
shift in the nature of our products and structures of knowledge.33 What Ehrenfeld suggests is
echoed by Pendergrass et al. in their review of sustainable digital archives. A paradigm shift in
the mode of operations is imperative and ought to include the formation of a new network that is
not simply an extension of our pre-existing problematic infrastructures.34
This new network could be a mode of working such as the digital communities created by
Solar Protocol, a transversal digital project that is deeply political, ecological and creative, which
32
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challenges our current relationship to digital space. Through this examination of the SP network,
we might apply similar design choices and structures to the cultivation of digital archives, ones
which are not complicit in extractive energy consumption or reliant on global corporations. This
project makes concerted efforts to defy user expectations, in their energy-efficient design and
“naturally intelligent information system,” thereby constructing a new reality of user experience.
The creators of Solar Protocol are generating something new within the dominating structure of the Internet. Their model advocates for a system of reciprocity and community. With institutions building digital archives there will be many opportunities to fall back on preeminent
Internet infrastructures and data storage that privilege convenience, user experience and constant
access. As artists, writers, and creatives, we might borrow from the Solar Protocol manifesto,
dreaming of ecological digital archives designed with the intention of connection between the
digital, our Earth and our shared futures.
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3. Morris Fox’s Vestiges and Remains: A Queer Goth Crypt or an Act of Care
In Carmen Maria Machado’s mémoire, In the Dreamhouse, she begins her story by quoting José Esteban Muñoz’s Cruising Utopia: “queerness has an especially vexed relationship to
evidence… When the historian of queer experience attempts to document a queer past, there is
often a gatekeeper, representing a straight present.”1 She says, “What gets left behind? Gaps
where people never see themselves or find information about themselves. Holes that make it impossible to give oneself a context.”2 Morris Fox’s most recent exhibition Vestiges and Remains
(2022) forages new relationships with the gatekeeper and the archive, activating Gothicism as an
aesthetic device, queering the archive, mythologizing Foucault, and building community through
intervention. And through these transmutations of the archive, Vestiges and Remains seeks to explore the gaps in knowledge, and the trauma of those absences.
Morris Fox (he/him) is a Tkaronto-born queer artist and new gothicc writer. Fox holds an
MFA from the Low Residency program at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, and has
shown throughout Canada and internationally. Fox utilizes various mediums including textile,
performance, installation, net art and video. Most recently, in Vestiges and Remains, Fox acts as
the “Exhibition Programmer” utilizing Artcite’s dusty archive as medium. Throughout his multidisciplinary practice, Fox has crafted an aesthetic language deeply rooted in his own position as a
goth. Through the cultivation of works which engage with Queer Goth aesthetics, Fox explores
the mystical, the poetic, and the utopian potentials of the speculative.
Through an analysis of Fox’s Vestiges and Remains, I will explore the archive both as
material evidence and theoretical framework. Through a survey of Fox’s solo exhibition, this sec1
2
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tion will parse how the artist harnesses Queer Goth aesthetics in order to critically analyze
archival materials. This journey through the exhibition will inevitably meander, exploring the
ghosts of labour, queer staging and performativity, digital dust and critical discussion as an act of
care. To begin, we must summarize the history of Artcite Inc., in order to better understand the
archive in question.
3.1 Artcite Inc. and Vestiges and Remains

Digital scan of a poster from the Artcite archive, a promotional poster for their resource centre, date unknown.

Artcite Inc. is Waawiiyaatanong/Windsor ON’s local Artist-Run Centre, focused on the
presentation and support of the contemporary arts. In celebration of their fortieth year, the Artcite
board and programming committee accepted the proposal of artist Morris Fox to create a new
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body of work. Fox sought to invigorate Artcite’s expansive archive through the creation of new
infrared video and images, video works, and speculative interventions into the archive.
Formed in 1982, the mandate of the Artcite gallery has been to show the works of contemporary artists both locally, regionally and internationally, with a specific focus on the works
of “emerging, new generation and culturally under-represented artists.”3 They are a small but
powerful gallery situated on the border between Canada and the USA, and within this context,
the goals of the organization were from the beginning rooted in an avant garde radical practice of
cultural production, staking their claim as Canadian artists in a city which felt deeply influenced
by the looming presence of Detroit and their art scene.4 Artcite moved into their current location,
a space within The Capitol Theatre in the heart of the downtown, in the early 1990s, and has
been collecting various ephemera, film reels, furniture, TVs and monitors, projectors etc. ever
since. Artcite Inc. was defined by its counter-cultural defiance of the status quo, ultra punk and
radical in its site-specific festivals, music events, and exhibitions.5
But Artcite was also, at times, considered exclusionary or inaccessible to those outside of
the inner contemporary art circle. It is only in recent years, in the wake of the Black Lives Matter
movement and the tragic death of George Floyd at the hands of police, that Artist-Run Centres
and museums have begun to reckon with the systemic racism these spaces have historically contributed through the exclusion of artists of colour and Indigenous voices.6 It is within this com3 Artcite

Inc. website, about, accessed February 15, 2022, https://www.artciteinc.ca/about.
Inc. Youtube account, Artcite Inc. 10 Year Anniversary Documentary, accessed February 27, 2022, https://
www.youtube.com/watch? v=hnhlWlKV-i4.
5 Note: As one example, in 2015 Artcite worked with artist Brandon Vickers to install his sculpture Sputnik Returned
#2, staged to look like a fallen satellite crashed into a parked car on University Avenue, right outside of Artcite.
“Car smashed by replica Sputnik satellite meant to be shocking,” in CBC Windsor, June 12 2015, https://www.cbc.
ca/news/canada/windsor/car-smashed-by-replica-sputnik-satellite-meant-to-be-shocking-1.3111774.
6 Morris Fox, interview between Morris Fox and Imogen Wilson, April 3rd 2022, refer to Appendix A, 76.
oualie frost, “On the Lack of Black Artists in Calgary’s Artist-Run Centres— and Canada’s Too,” in Canadian Art,
December 8th 2020, https://canadianart.ca/essays/on-the-lack-of-black-artists-in-calgarys-artist-run-cen
tres-and-canadas-too/.
Artcite Inc. website, Black Lives Matter, accessed February 15, 2022, https://www.artciteinc.ca/blacklivesmatter.
4 Artcite
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plex context, filled with grey areas and contradictions, that Fox seeks to animate a once dormant
archive.

Documentation of Vestiges and Remains exhibition, Morris Fox, Artcite Inc. gallery. Taken by Imogen Wilson on
March 12th 2022.

Vestiges and Remains, in Fox’s words, “explore[s] the haunted temperature of archives,
community memories and the ghosts of labour.”7 The exhibition was designed by Fox to encourage discussion and exchange concerning the nature of an Artist-Run Centre’s archive, as both a
theoretical form of meaning-making, and a tangible record of the past. For Vestiges, Fox created
7 Artcite

Inc. website, Vestiges and Remains, accessed February 15, 2022, https://www.artciteinc.ca/vestiges-andremains.
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a series of assemblages of objects and materials from Artcite’s basement, textile sculptures featuring thermal imaging video taken in the archive, three channels of video works, and a sound
piece that plays throughout the gallery space. Fox also cultivated a number of areas where visitors may sit and look through books from the archive, ephemera and posters, as well as course
packs on “Mushrooms,” “Goth Hauntings,” “Lavender Dreams,” “Chronopolitics,” “The
Virtual,” and “Archives.”

Documentation of Vestiges and Remains exhibition, Morris Fox, Artcite Inc. gallery. Taken by Imogen Wilson on
March 12th 2022.

When visitors enter the exhibition, they are immediately affected by the subtle re-framing
of the gallery through mood and lighting. The objects in the space are lit in purples, greens and
yellows while the sound piece Ghost Transmission murmurs in the distance. The exhibition is
laid out in such a way that intimate pockets of experience abound generating an urge to explore.
Above the visitor’s head, the work suit shroud textile sculptures are a dominating force in the
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space. These works linger above the viewer, a ghost of the laborious physicality of the spaces’
past employees and volunteers. Objects from Artcite’s dusty basement are delicately juxtaposed,
a Commodore computer monitor on the floor, a floppy disk case and printer manuals stacked on
top of it. Strategically placed, these assemblages allow the viewer to consider how objects transform through time in a poetic state of becoming.
3.2 The Nature of Collaboration Between Archivist and Artist
About six months prior to the opening of Vestiges and Remains, Artcite Inc. employed an
Archival Assistant to work with Fox on his creative work and research in the gallery’s archive.
The Archive Assistant, Grace Taylor, was tasked with scanning hundreds of documents, exploring both the catalogued archival documents in the office loft space and also digitizing materials
from Artcite’s basement, including publications, posters, and Artcite’s collection of 8mm and
16mm films. The first time Taylor visited the archive in the basement of the gallery, she says,
I had envisioned it [as] dark and cold. It was a brighter environment. Still a basement with basement quali
ties. I went down there with Teajai [Artcite’s Executive Director] and Teajai walked me through the differ
ent sections and he picked up a box, and he’s like “This box could have a story, we could make stories
about these objects”. And I thought, “That’s a cool idea. That’s a cool way to look at things, everything has
a story and how did it all end up here.” Looking around, the first time, I wasn’t expecting the wall of old
projectors and all the old technology, wasn’t expecting the film reels, that was exciting.8

Taylor and Fox worked collaboratively on piecing together Artcite’s forty-year history,
focusing on eight time frames between the organization’s founding and the present. Fox asked
that Taylor pull board minutes and posters from a number of dates which held significance both
historically and autobiographically for the artist. Fox asked for materials from 1984, the year he
was born, and a year which holds a connection for him culturally, due to world events which
happened that year, and George Orwell’s 1984. He selected the years 1991 and 1992, the years in
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which CDs became more readily available, ushering in a transition towards digital images and
record keeping. And, of course, the year 1999 and 2000, in order to potentially gauge how Artcite
was responding to Y2K, a tech apocalypse, and what Fox refers to as a time in which there was
“turning point in culture towards an age of ‘what is the truth and what is a lie?’” And finally, Fox
pulled files from 2008, around the time of Occupy Wallstreet. Fox was concerned with the history of global labour movements and the effects of these larger movements on Artcite and Windsor’s arts community. Through this process, Fox says, “we were able to condense 40 years into 8
in total.” Fox was originally thinking about remixing and reediting archival materials, but in the
research process with Taylor, it became clear that the collaborative relationships with the archivist, the gallery staff, and the larger community in Windsor were the defining characteristics
of this work. For Fox, “the collaborative aspect of it became more and more necessary but also
interesting.”9 And so, the works created by Fox became defined by these interpersonal connections in the Artist-Run Centre, in the communal work of restoration, and in the collaboration between the physical remains and the digital avatar of the Artcite archive. These seeds were explored through Fox’s own aesthetic language, a mode of creative imaginary defined by Gothicism and queering.
3.3 Queer Goth Aesthetics as a Poetic Language in Vestiges and Remains
Throughout the exhibition, the viewer can recognize references to Gothicism in Fox’s
language and aesthetic framing. In the sound piece Ghost Transmissions, there are references to
the séance, the crypt, ghosts and mediums. Objects from the Artcite basement are reanimated in
the gallery, purposefully kept dusty to allude to their former life buried underground. Fox’s prac-
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tice has consistently been in conversation with queerness and Gothicism. For the purposes of our
analysis here, we will unearth the dialectic of Queer Goth Culture through Laura Westengard’s
Gothic Queer Culture: Marginalized Communities and the Ghosts of Insidious Trauma, to better
relate to Fox’s aesthetic language. Westengard describes various examples of the Gothic in connection with Queerness and processing trauma, specifically “insidious trauma.”10 Westengard
writes that within the Gothic there is often an exploration of the daily assaults of systemic refusals and invalidation which have ties to a specific form of daily trauma outside of an inciting
event, such as the trauma of being Queer in a heteronormative system designed to invalidate
anyone who strays from the norm. And in so doing, “Gothicism becomes a form of queer cultural
production which challenges conventions and disrupts conceptual structures of meaning.” She
says, “Gothicism, … provides a particularly resonant means of expressing those mundane experiences that often fly under the radar of trauma in the traditional sense.”11 Through this queering
of the Gothic, we can find new modes of understanding trauma, an affectual state that haunts and
possesses.12 In my interview with Fox, he describes the relationship between queerness, Gothicism and the archive as being connected through hauntings:
The haunting of identities, and objects which keep on coming back, the ghosts that are saying ‘We are
here, pay attention to us.’ That’s important. And it’s differentiated from trauma for example. Traumatic
history, the experience of trauma is something that repeats continuously until it's healed. Whereas haunting
is a bit more ambiguous within its role and also the feeling that we have with it.13

Fox uses this haunting as a dialectic in order to make sense of the complex history of exclusion
and celebration, wrapped up in conversations about archives. In Fox’s sound work Ghost Trans-

Laura Westengard, Gothic Queer Culture: Marginalized Communities and the Ghosts of Insidious Trauma (University of Nebraska Press, 2018), 3.
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missions, he reflects on the distinction between the physical form of the archive, and the theoretical potential of these ephemera and materials. Ghost Transmissions is a broken conversation
about archives, remains, history, and the future.
In Fox’s sound piece three voices discuss the relevance and meaning in archives, spoken
through a simulated voice generator. These voices represent “Past,” “Now,” and “Future.” Tuning in from 50 years previous, “Past” is most likely a ghost, and most definitely a “low-key
Goth.” “Now” is an archivist and artist who is trying to understand why archives are important.
They are also intrigued by the theoretical potentials in the archive. “Future” is oppositional; they
ask, “why save anything?” “Future” is “a Marxist concerned with the labour of ghosts.”14 “Now”
conducts a séance between “Past” and “Future,” in order to figure out why archives are important. In the course of the work, Fox imprints a kind of alchemy onto the theoretical definitions of
the archive, mystifying these texts. “Now” states,
there is this great Foucault quote from The Archaeology of Knowledge, that I’ll use as a kind of incanta
tion, a magic circle that draws us into a timeless space, out of the crypt of the past, and the vastness of the
future, okay well here it is: ‘[The archive] is the border of time that surrounds our presence, which over
hangs it, which indicates its otherness; it is that which, outside ourselves, delimits us.’15

This audio piece is varied, it devolves into tangents about hauntings, how “Past” has been forced
into this position as ghost through the activation of itself, just as archives becomes remnants of
pastness forced into the context of the present. Here “Future” comes in, “Y’all are too sentimental just now, do I need to remind you that the etymology of archive according to wiktionary is
from old Greek and means to Rule, isn’t there that trite phrase History is written by the Winners,
that seems so toxic.” “Future” would prefer to burn the archives and destroy the museums, that
the accumulation of past materials is a problematic and capitalist pursuit that governs us through
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“bureaucratic catastrophe.”16
Ghost Transmissions plays in the gallery space from a small speaker to the left of a circular card table, where three empty chairs sit in waiting. Here, the sound work transforms into a
sonic cue, subtly inviting the viewer and their comrades to sit and critically discuss the nature of
the archive, probing the differences and similarities between the theory and the archival object.
The piece is also mirroring a collective processing of erasure and mortality, the futility and nostalgia wrapped up in the archive and the study of the past. Ghost Transmissions is fascinated by
the crypting of the archive underground, and the convergence between past, present, and future at
play in these objects and ephemera.
3.4 Digital Dust
The exhibition is not only deeply tied to the materiality of the archival object, but also its
digital conversion, and the imperfections of these conversions. In passages from Fox’s manifesto
Necro Archive, and within his video work Gravity’s Lost (2022), he uses the term digital dust. He
says in Necro Archive,“Digital dust is our remains on the internet— posts, nudes, trollings,
emails, memes, swipes, lonely hearts, &c,— accumulated refuse. Navigating this ghoul glitch,
dust crisscrosses archives, to attempt immortality byte by byte.”17 This reference to a “digital
dust,” an archive of accumulated junk online, carries with it a kind of freedom of anonymity. In a
similar form, Legacy Russell writes about the power of the glitch in navigating the Internet as a
Black, femme, and queer person. Of the glitch Russell says, “With physical movement often restricted, female-identifying people, queer people, Black people invent ways to create space
through rupture. Here, in that disruption, with our collective congregation at that trippy and trip-
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wired crossroad of gender, race and sexuality, one finds the power of the glitch.”18 Fox and Russell use different terminology, but they draw from a similar kind of messy stickiness of information systems, used strategically to navigate identity online.

Still images from Gravity’s Lost, Morris Fox, video, March 2022.

The glitch becomes a tool for creating space in the onslaught of digital dust. This process
of harnessing the precarity of data overload may be extended to the archive, as many archives
take on new roles in the online world. When an archival document is scanned and uploaded onto
18
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an open-source database, it may travel through search engines and blogs, become an Instagram
post or make its way onto the dark web. In Fox’s video works, he explores this dream space of
the glitch, as ephemera floats through a virtual plain, the archive dances, rejoicing in the freedom
of an onslaught of data. The artist uses the virtual world and social networking website IMVU,
creating machinima animations which explore the nature of the archive as a digital database and
avatar.19 The video work Gravity’s Lost imagines these liminal transgressions of the body floating between avatar and physical form, tuning into a virtual space.
In Gravity’s Lost, the digital avatar is a mechanism for performance, and in the rest of the
exhibition this theme persists. Throughout the gallery in the staging of environments, the lighting, and the use of costuming through the work suit shrouds, there is also a reference to performance and play. With the machinima avatar in Gravity’s Lost, Fox was intrigued by video-games
like World of Warcraft (2004). Fox notes how cis boys use video-games to create these avatars,
dressing up and exploring different identities through the game. By embodying a virtual avatar,
Fox is connecting with a history of drag performance, of exploring new identities, of code
switching. He says, “That fuelled my imagination. Making these avatars who dance in these
digital environments, or do these repetitive interactions. This was a way of doing digital performance, doing things that I’m not capable of doing in my body necessarily. Of exploring different
identities that are fantastical and it’s kind of freeing. It has a feeling of joy or freedom.”20
In my discussion with Fox, we spoke about this liminal state between the physical and the
virtual, and the freedom of moving through these two realms. Fox carries this approach into Vestiges and Remains, for many of his direct interventions in the Artcite archive are achieved
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through a process of digital conversion. Grace Taylor scans the dusty notes and materials into a
PDF, compressing and digitizing these physical remains. In a sense, the Artcite archive is transformed into a ghost through its digitized presence within Fox’s video works and infrared photography. Through this process of invigorating this archival material through conversion, Fox and
Taylor were participating in a new dance, a performance of the archive itself.
3.5 The Ghosts of Labour
As much as Fox’s Vestiges and Remains is interested in acts of performance and identity,
the exhibition is also defined by the hauntings of labour within archives and Artist-Run culture.
Fox used a thermal image capture camera in the Artcite archive, gathering colourful shots from
the film projectors, binders and notes.21 In Fox’s text Necro Archive, he asks “What are the poetics of an archive’s DNA?”22 The thermal images are both an aesthetic tool and a mode of documenting how Artcite’s archival materials are activated through the collaborative effort and labour
of the artist and archivist. The thermal images also bring a metaphorical connection to the individual through their archeological referencing. Such as the body may break down in time and
eventually be viewed as matter, as static evidence, so too will the archive, viewed through the
lens of the thermal camera, be made abstract and fragile. There is a careful play between the nostalgic magic of pastness and a seemingly unbiased bureaucratic document which is present in the
thermal images. The footage from the infrared camera was then used to create a series of textile
artworks, including a shroud that hangs by the back wall of the gallery space and a series of work
suit shrouds created by Fox and studio assistant B. Wijshijer.
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Left: Documentation of Vestiges and Remains exhibition, detail of work suit shrouds. Right: Detail of thermal image, courtesy of Morris Fox.

The work suits are a dominating force in the gallery space. Two suits hangs outstretched,
in a kind of “cookie cutter” splayed position, floating above the viewer’s head.23 The other work
suits are hung and stacked within a locker in the centre of the gallery space. Fox was specifically
interested in the ghosting of labour and the archive.24 This could be characterized by the time and
muscle of volunteers required for installations, the emotional labour of cultivating a community
which cares for its members, and the constant labour of fighting for equity and radical change
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through the arts. These forms of labour are alive in the Artcite archive, in the hand-drawn signs
from past protests and sit ins, hand-folded publications and hand-pressed buttons, as well as the
emotional commitments to the space which are present in the board minutes. The work suit
shroud becomes a visual motif to embody these hauntings of past labour, and also a reference to
the physicality of this work. Fox says that he displayed his infrared work suits beside an old set
of coveralls that have lived at Artcite for many years and, in this fabric, the DNA of past volunteers is present within the exhibition. Fox says, “it’s literally the blood, sweat and tears being infused with these costumes.”25 For within Vestiges and Remains, labour is defined as a physical
act, but also a conjoining of individuals in creative collaboration.
3.6 Conversation as an Act of Care in Vestiges and Remains
Fox is deeply engaged with the ways in which histories imprint themselves on our pasts
and futures, affecting the nature of activism and community building strategies. One month prior
to the opening of the exhibition, Morris Fox and Artcite Inc. organized a community roundtable
to discuss Artist-Run Centre history and archives, which inevitably led to a nuanced discussion
concerning Indigenous sovereignty, Queer histories in Windsor and the conservation of those histories, anti-racism and White Supremacy within the arts world. The panel included local activists
and archivists from the region and Tkaronto, as well as Grace Taylor and Morris Fox.26 This collaborative discussion was brought together through archives, but the group inevitably shifted into
a conversation about meaning-making and structures of power within local histories. Here, the
fostering of this environment is necessitated by the presence of individuals from cross-disciplinary backgrounds and experiences coming together to reflect on archival materials.
25
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The fostering of conversation is a central feature of Vestiges and Remains—a network of
collective thinking towards expansive archiving. This strategy is more recently explored by contemporary conservators tasked with finding new models of archiving, ones which must de-centre
the material object. In Collecting and Conserving Net Art, Annet Dekker states that due to the
nature of new media works and Internet Art, the focus of conserving such works should be more
concerned with the conceptual themes and context of the work. In order to genuinely find the
conceptual nature of an artwork, there must be collaborators involved, forming nuanced discussions about each piece in order to determine how it might be archived.27 Looking at the collective practice of Morris Fox alongside archivist Grace Taylor, and the fostering of community engagement in connection to the exhibition, Fox’s work at Artcite clearly demonstrates Dekker’s
collaborative impulses towards archiving. Fox is building what Dekker coined as a “network of
care.” As Fox states: “I wanted to find a model of reciprocity, with both the spaces I come into
and who I am working with.”28
3.7 Conclusion
Morris Fox’s Vestiges and Remains is a vast exploration of archival material. It mythologizes the Artist-Run Centre through excavations and séances. But, beyond the aesthetic language
of the Gothic, the exhibition is grounded in a study of collaboration and community. Vestiges is a
mirror of the archive it studies. The Artcite Inc. archive is deeply reflective of its mandate and
history, rooted in activism and counterculture. Posters, board minutes and lost art are at home
underground; below the surface, they are vampires. From the underground, Morris Fox, Grace
Taylor and their many collaborators resurrected the archive through scanning, digitizing and
27
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creating new layers of access. They created a kind of digital avatar for the archival materials.
This transformation becomes an act of play, of pulling the archive into the overwrought world of
digital images, of making the archive into a ghost through our own interests and desires.
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4. A Low-Res .JPG: The Low Resolution Trace as Reproductive Archival Strategy
When considering the vital features of a digital archive, you might include a storage of
metadata, a backend server and, on the surface, an accessible array of thousands of images of
high quality documentation. The supremacy of the image has become a defining feature of our
everyday. It permeates our lives through technology. These images mediate our experiences in
the lived world, and also affect our relationships to pastness and history. We keep records instinctively using images through vacation photos, social media, or digital archives.
Dot Tuer refers to media archives as a “decomposition of history into images.” These various images can affect our relationships to history and memory, she says, as history is circular
and fluid, transformed by the structure of the archive which is chronological and fixed.1 The use
of images in digital archives, their resolution and presentation, ultimately affects how we access
and interpret the past. For this reason, it may appear imperative to conservationists to strive for
high resolutions in digital images held by archives, in order to present images which are as close
as possible to the “original,” and so, are as accurate as possible in describing cultural historical
moments.
This central focus on a high resolution digital image is also controlled by marketing
teams at museums and institutions who seek to attract “culture snackers,” using the digital archive as a kind of social media platform and customized shopping experience.2 The high resolution image is, in this example, explicitly linked to capitalist endeavour, transforming the digital
archive into a commodity. However, for Internet-based artworks, the medium is not easily in-
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cluded in high resolution glossy digital archive projects. Its ephemerality and connection to a live
network makes Internet Art challenging to include in conventional archives. In this chapter, I will
juxtapose the digital archives of Rhizome and Pad.ma, two different organizations that are both
interested in cultivating digital archives of open-access media, creating their own unique iterations of each archival object. The Pad.ma archive is especially interesting in their activation of
second-hand technologies and lower resolution video-images. How might lower resolution images present an opportunity for creative and collaborative forms of exploratory conservation?
These low-res images come with a series of limitations to be sure, in that they transform the original image into “traces.” In order to adopt a lower resolution, archivists, conservators and artists
must confront the precarity of an Internet artwork’s original, even the nonexistence of an original. By challenging dominant digital archival strategies and embracing the low resolution image
as a remnant of the artwork, this could lead to a cultivation of digital archives which are more
resilient to the ever-changing landscape of the Internet in late capitalism.
4.1 The Fallacy of the High Resolution Digital Image Archive
The archiving of net-based art practice is rife with creative and pragmatic challenges,
which may lead to an erasure of the histories of Internet Art and fully digital projects, as in the
case of the Tate Museum’s net art commission projects.3 The dominant digital archiving approach, the storage of high-resolution photographic digital copies of artworks, might be problematic for Internet Art. This model only captures a static image, and does not properly characterize the nature of a project which is in flux, affected by viewer participation or duration in a
virtual space.
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Olia Lialina, Screenshot of Summer, 2013

For example, in the case of Olia Lialina’s net artwork Summer (2013). This work consists
of an animated loop of a female figure on a playground swing suspended from the user’s browser
window. The animation stalls, freezing periodically, as each frame is playing from a different
website. The user’s browser and Internet infrastructure will therefore determine if the animation
is seamless or stalled. In the case of Summer, the high resolution static image of the artwork, or a
high definition video file, would not be descriptive of Lialina’s artistic vision. The artwork’s context is dependent on the network and relationship with the user, and the artist’s intention was in
the cultivation of a piece which would change as Internet infrastructure altered around it.4
A digital archive of high resolution images is in its very structure connected with extractive energy usage and cloud-based infrastructures. A high resolution image held in a subsidiary’s
4
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cloud software is data heavy and is therefore connected to an environmentally unsustainable conservation approach. It is unreliable in that it threatens its own future through its existence within
a problematic structure.5 As well, institutions must often link up with tech companies or off-site
storage solutions in order to account for the huge amounts of data included in their collections, as
is the case with Rhizome, who have an ongoing partnership with both Google Arts and Culture
and the Wikimedia Foundation.6 Due to these partnerships the software these digital archives rely
upon become vulnerable to corporate interest or accelerated obsolescence.
Internet-based art presents such an interesting challenge in its conservation in that the
artwork may appear impermeable to time, degradation or loss. We hold a perception that the Internet itself is an expansive archive, and Internet Art will always exist in its original form. However, in actuality, the Internet in late capitalism is not a site of permanence. Domain names can
be lost, online platforms might change their policy, or a formerly open-source software could be
heavily monetized. There are many ways in which Internet governance and corporate interest
leads to this precarity of net-based art. In the production of Internet Art, as theorist and net historian Josephine Bosma says, “the digital realm is a space of possibility and insecurity.”7
Globally, cultural heritage institutions have committed to a framework of digital archiving which favours high resolution, in order to appeal to researchers and academics by offering detailed images for more expansive research, open-access and reliability in their software.
For instance, the Art Institute of Chicago’s expansive digital catalog strives to encourage “innovative scholarship” through the activation of “sophisticated analytic imaging tools to explore an
Pendergrass et al., “Towards Environmentally Sustainable Digital Preservation,” 165-206.
Rhizome, about, accessed June 3, 2022, https://rhizome.org/about/.
7 Josephine Bosma, “The Gap Between Then and Now: On the Conservation of Memory,” in Nettitudes (Rotterdam:
NAi Publishers, 2011), 164.
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object’s physicality,” in other words, a digital image with such detail that it might be analyzed far
beyond the constraints of the human eye.8 These catalogs are created with the express purpose of
presenting an alternative to in-person research through the presentation of data-heavy high resolution images. This model is a worthwhile endeavour for AIC’s collections catalog, although extractive storage systems are an issue. This strategy would not be successful for Internet-based
works, in which at times the material quality of an artwork is secondary to its intent or affectual
quality. Although these digital databases may have exciting potentials in scholarship, I worry that
if we do not explore alternatives to high resolution image copies and cloud-based storage, this
approach will become the dominant failsafe used by smaller organizations and DIY communities
as well as larger institutions.

Mtaa. Simple Net Art Diagram. Image curtesy of Rhizome
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4.2 Rhizome’s Emulator and “Re-Interpretive” Archiving of Digital Art
Oftentimes, more traditional models of conservation work might be applied to new media
works, if these artworks are conserved at all. As stated above, the artwork may be archived using
a pre-existing system where the focus is on preserving the original material and, with the digital
archive, a high resolution digital reproduction. This presents a challenge in the archiving of Internet Art, as new models must be developed to account for this medium. Due to the fact that
these frameworks are often not suited to new media, the intent of the work, its context, or the affectual quality which the work produces may be sacrificed in this more traditional form of conservation.
The leading organization in the collecting and archiving of Internet Art, Rhizome, has
been responding to these gaps in conservation since the mid 1990s and Web 1.0. Founded by
Mark Tribe, Rhizome runs the digital archive ArtBase, as well as presents virtual exhibitions,
artist talks, publications and other creative endeavours linked to “born digital” artworks.9 They
are an affiliate resident with the New Museum (NYC). Founded in 1999, Rhizome’s ArtBase has
acted as a model for expansive digital preservation. They house over two thousand Internetbased artworks in their servers. Rhizome’s approach to digital conservation could be defined by
their focus on conserving each artwork, as well as unique emulators or what they refer to as
“variants.”10 The creation of specific software using emulators mimic the experience of being
online in 1997, in 2022. Through this process of emulation, Rhizome creates a clone of the original Internet Art object, including the parameters and aesthetic qualities of exactly what the web
9
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looked like at the time of the artwork’s creation. Rhizome’s use of emulation may have been inspired by Richard Rinehart’s earlier writings about the conservation of new media art.11
In Richard Rinehart and Jon Ippolito’s book Re/Collection, published in 2014, the writers
provide a series of alternatives to conventional archiving for new media and Internet artists. One
of their strategies is a practice of conservation grounded in “reinterpretation.” This approach, according to the authors, “sacrifices basic aspects of the work’s appearance in order to retain the
original spirit.”12 This creative model would involve a collaborative effort by the artist in tandem
with the archivist to develop a unique strategy built specifically to support each artwork on a
case by case basis. This process could be a series of instructions, video documentation, a diary
entry or a low resolution trace of the original artwork. One of the key factors of such an approach
would mean a rethinking of the value and function of the archived material, for the goal of such
an image would be to preserve the “cultural memory” of the original project, rather than a reproduction of its original form.13 In a practical sense, Rhizome’s emulated clone of the Internet Art
object falls within this category of the “reinterpretive” conservation approach defined by Rinehart and Ippolito, and is also in line with Annet Dekker’s later writings concerning the expansive
archiving of Internet Art.
Like Rinehart and Ippolito, Annet Dekker calls for an expanded approach to conservation
in relation to Internet Art. Dekker mirrors Rinehart and Ippolito’s rejection of an approach which
is predominantly concerned with the material object, instead focusing on the “intrinsic qualities

Note: Rinehart also wrote a detailed response to Rhizome’s digital archives, which included suggestions on how to
archive more ephemeral pieces of net art.
Richard Rinehart, Preserving the Rhizome ArtBase (New York, NY: Rhizome, 2002).
12 Richard Rinehart and Jon Ippolito, Re-collection: Art, New Media and Social Memory (MIT Press, 2014): 8.
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of the artwork which evoke certain experiences.”14 Specifically, with digital and net-based practice, the meaning of a piece may alter over time. The conservation of a piece of net art must also
find space to consider variability or ephemerality.
The writings of Dekker, Rinehart and Ippolito champion this creative conservation strategy in order to also account for particular variables in the creation of digital archives. Such challenges might be accelerated obsolescence or the fact that a single artwork might include countless iterations, which creates the potential of a loss of information. In a 2017 interview, Rhizome’s Preservation Director Dragan Espenschied and Vint Cerf, the Vice President and Chief
Internet Evangelist for Google, addressed this potential risk of loss. Espenschied lays out an example in which a live performance is presented via an artist’s Instagram account. He says,
what is really the boundary of that thing, of that performance? Or what is possible to institutionally ingest
and actually work with? Of course, this thing never had any stable form, it has like an unlimited number of
forms, and it can look different to everyone. Even if we have good tools like Webrecorder to look at that
performance— the artifactualize it in a way— to make it into a stable thing that can be stored, in some stor
age system, it will still not be the same as if you’re following that artist on Instagram while the perfor
mance is happening.15

Espenschied goes on to address how a perfect preservation is unattainable in the field of
digital conservation, and that Rhizome’s model seeks to conserve an “encounter” with the artwork, rather than every one of its potential forms.16 The concept of the Internet Art object having
a multitude of potential versions is also explored by Dekker who uses JODI’s Jet Set Willy
(1984) as her key example.
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Dragan Espenschied, “Preservation by Accident is Not a Plan: Vint Cerf and Dragan Espenschied in
conversation,” in Rhizome, May 30, 2017, https://rhizome.org/editorial/2017/may/30/preservation-by-acci
dent -is-not-a-plan/.
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JODI.org, Jet Set Willy Variations, 2017

Jet Set Willy, a hacked computer game created in 1984, has had many iterations that depend on the time in which they were commissioned. JODI might present a different iteration
based on when the work was commissioned, to fit a specific exhibition environment, and also, in
certain instances JODI will alter key aspects of Jet Set Willy’s presentation. The artwork may
even change during the course of an exhibition.17 The example given by Espenschied and the
case of Jet Set Willy illustrate the nature of net art and how the medium defies its own perfect
preservation. It would not be possible to conserve each and every iteration. It is this key feature
of the medium which led net artist Josephine Bosma to state that net art is in its very nature defined by loss of control.18
Rhizome’s Preservation Director Espenschied acknowledged the necessary gaps in
preservation of net art and this loss of control over the net art object. However, Rhizome’s uti-
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lization of emulators in creating a historically accurate reproduction seems more focused on a
striving for perfection, opposed to harnessing the imperfect nature of net art conservation.19 Although reinterpretive, Rhizome’s conservation model is concerned with a refashioning of the net
art original so committed to accuracy that it feels connected to material perfection. Here, their
archival approach seems less informed by transformation as it is by a mimicking of the net art’s
“original.”
In 2020, Rhizome announced that ArtBase would be restructuring to a Linked Open Data
model. Their new LOD digital infrastructure system would depend upon a cloud-based, open access system, partnering with Wikimedia and Google. This LOD model will allow Rhizome to
better house their various emulator softwares, the vast amount of metadata for each artwork, and
the artwork itself. The LOD ArtBase is currently in development, and so there is no published
data concerning the amount of information in the Rhizome servers, or how much increased data
storage will be created by this conversion to the LOD model.20 However, due to the LOD model
being housed by Wikimedia, there is a link to the data centres which will potentially be utilized
to store Rhizome’s data. Wikimedia runs five data centres, one in the United Kingdom, one in
Asia and three in the United States. Although the Wikimedia site stresses a commitment to clean
energy, currently only 9% of Wikimedia’s data centres run on renewable energy and the bulk of
their electrical demands come from centres based in Virginia and Texas respectively, both of
which have very fossil fuel heavy grids.21 The recently announced LOD ArtBase model represents a common trend in the nature of digital preservation, towards the cultivation of massive
Espenschied, “Preservation by Accident is Not a Plan,” Rhizome.
Connor, “A New Kind of Archive,” Rhizome.
21 Wikimedia Servers, Energy Use, accessed June 5th, https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_servers#Ener
gy_use.
19
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databases that prioritize the perfection of the art object, a championing of a clone which seeks to
be indistinguishable from the original. And so, these archives prioritize data-heavy images and
software, bloating cloud-based storage models housed in extractive data centres.

I/O/D, Web Stalker, 1997, accessed via Rhizome’s ArtBase platform, this work incorporated a browser built by
artists, which Rhizome’s Emulator as Service recreated to mimic visiting the original site in 1997.22

Rhizome’s models of digital preservation are certainly impressive in their ability to recreate the past. Espenschield even states that the ArtBase has the power to “blend the past with the
present.”23 This emulator model may defy a key component of net art as a medium, one which
Espenschield himself described in 2017. The net art object has many potential versions which
shift and change over time as the work exists in a digital time-space. By emulating the past, the
22Note:

I accessed this artwork via Rhizome’s ArtBase platform. Web Stalker incorporated a browser built by artists,
which Rhizome’s Emulator as Service recreated to mimic visiting the original site in 1997.
Espenschied, “Preservation by Accident is Not a Plan,” Rhizome.
23
Espenschied, “Preservation by Accident is Not a Plan,” Rhizome.
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ArtBase does not acknowledge how the net artwork may shift over time as it floats in Internet
space.
I am entranced by Rhizome’s “reinterpretive” method of digital preservation as an argument for the success of cloning, of producing an iteration which is a response to the original net
art object. Rhizome’s approach, however, may be flawed in the ways in which it seeks to create a
perfect clone, indistinguishable from the original, data heavy and stored in a virtual cloud. I suggest a borrowing from the practices of ad-hoc archives and DIY communities, coupled with the
“reinterpretive” model of Rinehart and Rhizome, in a new form of digital preservation that
champions a more modest and nimble copy, a lower resolution trace.
4.3 Pad.ma and Grassroots Archiving
Although many digital archives are products of institutional, governmental or corporate
groups, there is a growing number of DIY and volunteer-led initiatives dedicated to the archiving
of history and present-day events online. Digital archives are created on a DIY level by communities which do not have access to reliable wi-fi, newer technologies, and speedy Internet infrastructure. Pad.ma is an archive of text-annotated video materials and primary video from The
Arab World. Cultivated by CAMP, a Mumbai media collective, the Berlin Collective 0X2620
and the Alternative Law Forum in Bangalore, this archive is run by a community of hackers,
thinkers, and archivists dedicated to a grassroots documenting of Arab history and culture in a
digital space through the cultivation of an open source database of medium to low resolution
videos. Pad.ma stresses the practical necessity of the circulation of lower resolution video and
images for their intended audiences in The Arab World. In many parts of the Arab World, Internet
connections and bandwidth may be unstable. Pragmatically, a lower resolution video does not
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take as long to stream online or to download.24 The archival methods taken up by Pad.ma are
thus connected to broader conversations about the accessibility of poor images.

Screenshot of Pad.ma homepage, accessed June 7th 2022

A low resolution image is a useful tool in its modesty, easily accessible via unstable wifi
connections on slightly obsolete devices. An archive of low resolution materials is capable of
broadening the scope of potential users, as is the case with the Pad.ma video database. For this
community, their archive is only operational as long as it is accessible. The Pad.ma community
cites Henri Langlois in their defining manifesto: “the best way to preserve film is to project it.”25
They contend that to archive a digital object is to circulate it widely.26 For this collective, open
source access is a key component of preservation, and this easy access is dependent on a small
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file format which allows them to share their archival materials effectively.
The low resolution videos in Pad.ma’s archive allow this grassroots organization to
achieve a level of easy accessibility for new users. In Hito Steyerl’s influential 2009 essay, “In
Defense of the Poor Image,” she describes the character and profile of the “poor image”: The
poor image is a rag or a rip; an AVI or a JPEG, a lumpen proletariat in the class society of appearances.”27 Steyerl cites the trajectory of commercial cinema, and the contemporary value of
filmic images with high resolution quality. This high resolution is then connected to accessibility.
The visual image may only exist on analog 35mm film, or a hyper realistic digital reproduction.
Whereas, the low resolution conversion of that same visual image, an mp4 or a DVD burn, is
more easily converted, shared and re-uploaded; it is far more accessible.28 This poor image becomes a shadowy “reminder of its former visual self.”29 Pad.ma utilizes the lower resolution
video-image, one with limited data use, in order to fight for freedom of information and knowledge sharing in the Arab world. As Hito Steyerl says of poor images, they are useful in their ease
of access.

4.4 Digital Degradation as a Historical Context
“In Defense of the Poor Image” achieves its initial goal, arguing for the value of a poor
image’s ability to circulate and form global networks.30 In relation to the work of Pad.ma, Laura
Marks also explores the historical and affectual potentials of a poor image which has been readiHito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image” in The Wretched of the Screen (MIT Press: 2012), 32.
Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” 33.
29
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30
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27
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ly copied and recirculated. She says, “As the image travels in time and space, passing through
the hands of users, it collects noise, interference and more information. A receiver can reach
through the noise and layers of encoding to unfold the material and historical sources of media
images.”31 As Marks describes, this poor image becomes a symbol of its life in a virtual timespace, a product of a slow degradation as the image changes hands online. The poor image, utilized in conservation work, could hypothetically move beyond the original intention of the artwork and also describe its historical context through its imperfection.
In “The Modern Cult of Monuments,” author Alois Riegl charts the historical and aesthetic interest in monuments, from the fifteen century to the turn of the century. He coined a series of
terms in order to probe the cultural fascination with the monument and stated that one of the
defining characteristics of the monument is its “age-value.” The “age-value” is a visual reference, it is a means of the everyday individual being able to recognize the monument as a historical artifact. This recognition is often based upon the visual cues of slow degradation, like crumbling brickwork or distorted colour. In the case of monuments, this disintegration due to the
forces of nature and time imbue a specific visual quality. We recognize this age-value based on
the material degradation of the monument, and this connection between material and the passage
of time is characterized as “an aesthetic axiom of time based on age-value.”32 In Steyerl’s “In
Defense of the Poor Image,” she describes the slow degradation of the low resolution image, as
the image is re-uploaded and re-shared the image loses its visual integrity through a loss of information. Hypothetically, the longer a visual image has existed online, the more readily a view-
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er will be able to recognize this “aesthetic axiom of time,” the slow digital disintegration that
references the passage of time.
In regards to conservation, Dot Tuer has written about the use of degraded images in the
preservation of new media art. She emphasizes that the image might be a poor imitation of the
glossy original, but this media object carries with it its history and cultural significance through
its degradation. She says, “how a work is broken down or summarized for creative conservation
may be saying more about that moment in time, then a one to one identical copy of the original
image.”33 Tuer’s perspective is unique in that it not only celebrates the copy, but also advocates
for it as a strategy for conservation; the image also represents a historical context of how that
digital art object has travelled through the virtual domain.
These imperfections of the poor image then take on a unique materiality, which Steyerl
later addresses in connection to aura. She says, “By losing its material substance (the poor image) recovers some of its political punch and creates a new aura around it. This aura is no longer
based on the permanence of the ‘original’ but on the transience of the copy.”34 This transience is
communicated through that loss of information, the pixelation of an image which has been converted and recirculated. Therefore, this pixelated effect originates its own aura, a digital degradation which takes on a kind of materiality based on how long the image has been circulating.
4.5 Conclusion
The creation of an archive of net-based practices, one which embraces the low resolution
trace of a digital image, could lead to concerns from artists about the integrity of their work. Inevitably, a low resolution trace would mean a loss of data, a loss of detail perhaps which would
33
34
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be visually different from the artist’s original vision. An artist whose work is included in such an
archive might be concerned that the aura of the work would be lost.35 Questions surrounding aura
and authenticity become intrinsic to a cultivation of an Internet art archive, due to the fact that
digital artworks are oftentimes ephemeral and may not have a clear original, as was the case with
JODI’s Jet Set Willy. This is one of the major challenges in the conservation of Internet Art. Annet Dekker explains that, due to the fact that there is oftentimes no original art object, every iteration of the work, every slightly different reproduction, is imbued with its own authenticity.36
Therefore, an archive of low resolution copies would be characterized as a collection of variations of the “original” art object, traces which represent the legacy and context of the artwork,
rather than capturing its formal qualities. This approach is in line with Rinehart and Ippolito’s
advocacy for a “reinterpretive” approach that does not claim to conserve the “original” object,
but instead capture its essence.
We might adopt this strategy, borrowing from tactics of ad-hoc groups and artists in nonWestern countries or ill-infrastructured environments, who are building digital networks which
use hacking of older technologies, simple interfaces and medium to low resolution images. For
Pad.ma, poor images and obsolete media provide an ease of access, a malleability. In response to
popular structures of digital archiving, ones that present high resolution images reliant on extractive cloud-based storage, it seems only apt to explore other forms of presenting images in
archives. Perhaps, we are too quick to accept the supremacy of the high resolution image. As
James Bridle states: “As digital culture becomes faster, higher bandwidth, and more image-

Note: This false concept of producing aura and authenticity in digital art is one which has recently been proliferated by the popularity of blockchain technology and NFTs.
36
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based, it all becomes more costly and destructive— both literally and figuratively. It requires
more input and energy, and affirms the supremacy of the image— the visual representation of
data— as the representation of the world.”37
In order to build an archive which truly considers the future life of Internet artworks, it
must be an archive which is also resilient; resilient to changes in Internet infrastructure and governance; and resilient to our changing climate. The principles of creative conservation outlined
by Rinehart, Ippolito and Dekker, in tandem with the low resolution trace, could provide a reliable strategy in a conservation of net-based practice. This strategy would be resilient against accelerated obsolescence due to its modest data set and infrastructure, and due to its simplicity,
would also present an environmentally sustainable alternative to outsourced cloud-based digital
archives. In its smallness, this archive would have a better chance of survival within the unpredictable Internet space. By turning to the lower resolution digital image as a strategy in the conservation of net-based practice, the archival trace transforms into both a means of documentation
and a signifier of its life floating through a digital time-space.

5. Conclusion
This body of writing was born from necessity. I was working at an Artist-Run Centre
during the Covid 19 pandemic and, in order to contend with health and safety restrictions and no
gallery space, I was working with artists to utilize The Internet to circulate and present art online.
The practices of those I worked with were oftentimes deeply altered by this new context; artists
created immersive 3-D gallery experiences, found footage videos, Zoom or Instagram perfor-
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mances. This new platform intrinsically changed the context and message of each work. These
artworks struck me for their unique ability to describe a specific moment of grief, violence, upheaval and connection. As someone who was working collaboratively with artists, I felt a responsibility to protect the legacy of their work. The nature of these artworks, their specific contexts
and the flexibility and creativity of those involved seemed to me very important to preserve.
However, without any accessible archiving models, the conservation of these projects took place
over multiple platforms, scattered over various video streaming sites, screen shots and archived
emails.
I acknowledge that this body of writing is not a model for digital archiving per se; it is the
beginning of a larger conversation. I do my best to lay out some of the larger variables and issues
in the conservation of net-based practice in a digital archive, in hopes that by centring the concerns of the artist in the preservation of their work, how to do so reliably and ecologically, we
may create new collaborative models which respond to the concerns of visual producers online.
There is no simple solution to this problem. However, one possibility might be found in
the collaborations between curator, archivist and net artist. For Annet Dekker, there is a need for
a collaborative process between these constituents and for the establishment of “networks of
care.”38 This process of collaboration is useful because it brings together a community of individuals in order to cultivate knowledge around the messy information networks that are often
intrinsic to Internet Art projects.39 An example of a “network of care” could be the community
fostered by Morris Fox, who worked with Artcite Inc.’s administrative team and archivist in or-
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der to activate and digitize their archives. The “network of care” would make up one component
of this potential digital archive, the other component being the low resolution image.
The creation of an archive of net-based practice that centres the low resolution image
would represent a departure from conventional conservation methods, in which the material original is prioritized over the context, affectual quality, and viewer experience with the work. In order to advocate for a model such as this, one must first re-think the conservation of net-based art,
taking into consideration its inherent ephemerality. Internet Art might not have a definitive “original” or its context might alter over time. By activating Richard Rinehart and Jon Ippolito’s
strategies for the conservation of new media art, as well as, Annet Dekker’s strategies for the exploratory conservation of Internet Art, one could begin to conceive an archiving approach which
would suite the conservation of imperfect traces of net-based art objects.
I suggest a privileging of the low resolution image. As I am writing about Internet Art
which is largely ephemeral, it might seem counterintuitive to focus attention on the image at all.
My focus on the low resolution image takes into consideration conventions and offers an alternative to common approaches which fall back on the use of documentation in digital conservation.
For in many cases, artworks which are prone to obsolescence use documentation as a substitute
for the original project.40 Projects such as the Solar Protocol Network and Pad.ma prove that
there are accessible and energy efficient ways of sharing digital images, through the utilization of
lower resolution.
For Pad.ma, this practice is connected to economics and efficiency. They can keep their
site running smoothly with fairly little bandwidth, and by using lower resolution video-images,
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their users are able to more easily access these materials. It is a side effect that this choice is also
environmentally efficient, a lower bandwidth and smaller storage systems equates to less energy
utilized to run the site. In the case of Solar Protocol’s website, they consciously use dithering and
even apply a “Low Res Mode” design setting in order to conserve energy. They make explicit the
fact that the low resolution version of a digital image is far less extractive.41 The low resolution
image is malleable and nimble, and by championing the low res version in the conservation of
Internet Art, one may be able to imagine a digital archive which is less extractive.
As well, the low resolution image is a meaningful connector to the theoretical nature of
the archive, and the ephemeral quality of loss which defines the history of net art. To return to
Foucault, the archive is not only defined by what it includes, but also what is removed.42 The archive will be dependent upon some means of filtering and editing; we cannot include every piece
of visual information. The remnant is the survivor, filtered through an archival process of editing
down. As I suggest in the third section, the low resolution image signifies its deterioration over
time through its own pixelated materiality, cultivated through a slow loss of visual information.
At times, it seems as though Internet Art defies its own archiving or conservation due to
the very nature of the medium, one which is connected to a digital network and shifts in context
over time. For example, in the case of net artist Olia Lialina Summer. For Lialina, in many of
these works, the waiting for a page to slowly load was a key aspect of the artwork. When one
visits their work Summer in 2021, the site loads instantaneously, altering the viewer experience
from the original experience of viewing this work in 1997.43 This is often the case with an Inter-
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net Art object, as the digital realm shifts and technologies change, the intent of the work ultimately changes, the cultural object is altered by the time in which it exists. The present net art
object merges into the past, leading to a loss of control over the object itself. In order to account
for this characteristic of Internet Art, a digital archive of net-based practice must accept this potential loss of control over the original integrity of the artwork.44 The digital archive of Internet
Art and a loss of information, a seizing of control over the “original” are intrinsically linked.
This “loss” could be construed as a loss of control over the original artwork, or a kind of
loss of information, a loss of definition of the original art object. This “loss,” could be the editing
down of information described by Foucault, or potentially, a “loss” of visual information, a low
resolution trace. Through the case studies provided, the writings of Foucault, Riegl, Rinehart and
Ippolito, I contend that a loss of information is a necessarily aspect of building a sustainable digital archive, and that the low resolution image, paired with a collaborative “network of care,”45
presents a paradigm shift in the conservation of Internet Art.
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Appendix A
A Conversation Between Morris Fox and Imogen Wilson
April 2nd 2022
Morris Fox and I begin from a position of familiarity.
IW: I want to start by asking about the Ghost Transmissions, I love that piece!
MF: I remember with that piece (Ghost Transmissions) because it was in the proposal being like:
“I’m going to delve through all of these meeting minutes and create a script based on that”. And
that [concept] became kinda impossible in a sense, like, or not impossible but it was hard to
grapple with that material versus making a script that was cohesive was also not two hours long
as a full radio play.
IW: Artcite board meeting are notoriously long so… But that makes a lot of sense. That prompts
my first question. Could you talk about the process of working with the archive for 6 months and
finding your own ways of creating interventions into the archive and your use of the speculative?
How did that process transform over the six months?
MF: You know, even in a longer timeline of that, because it was almost two years between sending in the proposal and that was also before COVID.
IW: Things were different then.
MF: Yes things were different. And I think I had these imaginations of being like, I could rent a
place in Windsor and come into the space daily and really go through [the archive] a lot myself. I
think the move into the speculative that was always part of it, a kind of remixing or adapting
what I found to suit the overall themes of the show. But then, that was really highlighted, the collaborative aspect of it became more and more necessary but also interesting. Because when
Artcite hired Grace as the Archival Assistant for the SummerWorks [program], I was like “This
is amazing”. I don’t know how to describe it. The collaboration of me being like, “I don’t even
know what’s down there” but you’re sorting through that and seeing what you’re finding and
making temporary “Save the Archive” from molding and flooding. It was funny finding all of
these moments throughout the history of Artcite where [these were notes] like “What are we going to do with the archives?” Or the flooding of the [basement], which has been an ongoing issue. Having that collaboration where I could [say] “I’m interested in these couple of things” and
“What’s in the space about them?” And then she would scan and upload things for me, so I
would be looking at digitized versions of all of those documents. So it was a very different experience from her testimonial of her experience where there is the smell of the archive and all of
these other really rich wonderful experiences. I was kind of just going through this Google
Drive, you know, and see what’s in there. Early on, we [realized] there was a scope of labour that
Grace is capable of doing, and to be paid for, and I didn’t want to go over that. And that
wouldn’t have been possible anyways. I kind of arbitrarily chose four different time periods: the
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archives from around when I was born so 1984, which I’m also obsessed with that year, not because its my birth year, but also because of all of the cultural implications of that [year], like
George Orwell’s 1984. And there’s a weird grouping of things that happened around that year.
The other dates I chose were 1991-92 which was when CDs became available, so the transition
from cassette tapes and this very physical media to moving into a more and more digitized media. 2000 was one of [the dates] because of Y2K mostly, remembering that that was the time of
the apocalypse, and yet then maybe it was/was not. The thing that everyone was so worried about
that didn’t specifically happen, but it was also a turning point in culture towards an age of ‘what
is the truth and what is a lie?’ I remember I was reading a little bit of Naomi Kline’s book The
Age of Lies. And then the other date was, I wanna say 2008, around the time of Occupy Wallstreet and just thinking about global labour movements and transitions in culture that way. That
was a way of being like “Ok from 40 years we’ve condensed it to like, eight years in total, instead.”
IW: And Artcite changed a lot during that time. It was around 1990-91 when Artcite moved into
[The Capitol Theatre] space. You were also looking at archival material in a time when they were
located in a different area of the city. It might have been in Sandwich Town or Erie.
MF: Erie rings a bell.
IW: They were in a smaller storefront on one of those drags.
MF: And there’s the post-Christine moment that happened! Otherwise referred to as ‘X’ in a lot
of the meeting minutes which I thought was really cute.
IW: Yeah, that is amazing. Some of the notes between her and other artists and administrators
were really fascinating. It’s very powerful. Symbolizing another time but also how things really
haven’t changed that much in terms of the ways that artists and administrators and curators talk
with each other. The language is shifting, but it also hasn’t changed that much.
MF: A lot of the language of press releases and things like that did change as well. In the 80s
especially, Artcite had a very playful language with the public, a bit more tongue and cheek
maybe? But then there were other things I was finding out about like in 85, there was that whole
movement that started in the states around censorship of video content, especially. But then that
became policy in Canada as well and seeing Artcite refer to Trinity Square Video and being like
“Hey, these other organizations are moving forward with presenting their artists’ work as is,
should we do that? Or should we be more cautious?” That was interesting to me. That was one of
the hits of a culture war. Which was all about what is appropriate for a viewing public, which is
kind of hilarious and fascinating. Making speculations on the “what ifs?” Or “what are the
gaps?” Or “where are the places that I can insert myself as an artist in an anachronistic way?”
Going between periods of time became more necessary in a way because of the pandemic. Because I wasn’t able to sort through as much material as otherwise maybe I would have been able
to. [There’s] always an intention to [find] the moments of reenactment, overlaps between the historical and the present and possibly the future.
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IW: I really like that. I want to ask some questions about digital dust and conversion, and some
of your writings about avatars. But [for now] I wanted to ask, you were talking about inserting
yourself into the archive, and your role as Exhibition Programmer. As a queer artist and as a
goth, a new gothicc writer, [do you see yourself] as performing a ‘queering’ of the archive? Or a
‘Gothic-izing’ of the archive? Are you making the archive Goth? Do you see your process in
those terms? Is that an over-simplification?
MF: That’s a good question. I think the Goth part is, especially looking at haunting. With
archives, and especially with the archives of queer communities for example, or for other marginalized individuals in communities, knowing the power structures of archives, and who those
archives are constructed for, and also the histories that were constructed. I think for example, for
Canadian content; Heritage Moments, as a powerful attempt to re-tell or re-frame official histories in a way that is a violent act against queer people, Indigenous people etc. I was trying not toso the part of queer practice of going into archives looking around for the hauntings, where there
[are] absences and silences because of violence. I don’t think Artcite was actively, you know, it’s
different from that [Heritage Moments] but there is a really rich history/culture etc. It’s there. But
obviously, for queer people especially, there’s an encryption there. I was of saying “We are here,
but, there’s all this burial that we are under as well because of heteronormative patriarchal culture.” That’s why haunting was more [apt] and ties into the Goth as well. The haunting of identities, and objects which keep on coming back, the ghosts that are saying “We are here, pay attention to us.” That’s important. And it’s differentiated from trauma for example. Traumatic history,
the experience of trauma is something that repeats continuously until it's healed. Whereas haunting is a bit more ambiguous within its role and also the feeling that we have with it. I think that
haunting was the combination of the queer and the Gothic for me.
The Goth part was also- I was having a conversation with Derrick Carl Biso about being Goth.
And I was saying that I think Goth was like a placeholder for me, when I was a youth and I
wasn’t ready to come out as queer. Being Goth was a testing of the waters, or a way to express
identity, when the knowledge that if I was to come out, especially in the time that I was realizing
my identity which was like the 90s, it wasn’t a safe time to do that. Having people be like “Hey
trench-coat mafia” or “Hey vampire,” or whatever, was a placeholder of bigotry versus being
called a faggot or whatever. And now, being an adult, I’m Goth & queer, ampersand those two
things.
IW: That’s great. Thank you for that. It really is brilliant context for the ways that you’re approaching this archival work, which I think is very complex and challenging. In this moment,
when we are reckoning with the structural white supremacy that Artist-Run Centres and museums structures, and really the whole arts world has been benefitting from and perpetuating for so
many years. You are approaching the work from a place that’s, and correct me on this, a care for
those ghosts of labour but also [within] a critical framing. Where those [labours] may have fallen
short or where there were identities and perspectives below the surface that aren’t [present] in the
physical form.
MF: Exactly. It’s interesting too. I think of being white and a cis male, and queer at the same
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time. I see how much of that culture, how there isn’t a criticality of queer Toronto. There was
that recent uncovering, [which] is also looking at the archiving of public minutes and where the
financed come from, which really implicates Pride Toronto is supporting and upholding white
power, Ugh I hate that word, White supremacy, and police states as well. So what are we even
doing? And one of the reasons I don’t really identify as gay, like I always say “No, I’m queer!” Is
because of that, the failure of communities that have gained recognition and then join the abusive
culture that ten years before, there was no support for them. That’s an interesting problem.
Also, going into the archives at Artcite I didn’t want to out anyone, of highlight, “Here’s all the
queer people who ever came through Artcite.” With a different kind of project, an invitation, or
something like that, saying “Hey would you like to come in and talk about your experiences and
your timeline at Artcite and what you were doing as an artist during those time periods and as a
queer person?” That would be a great other project. But beyond the scope of a month long exhibition.
IW: You only have so much time. I know House of Venus work with Artcite in the mid 90s.
[They would do] fashion shows. That’s a full fledged queer arts organization that is currently
based out of Montreal that had ties to Artcite. Active since the early 90s.
MF: I’m writing a note for myself. I have a meeting with [Artcite Programming Coordinator]
Kristina. Maybe we can connect with them.
IW: I don’t think I ever came across a poster or anything, but I do remember our former board
members talking about their events. And we have that one video so we know it happened. We
know it exists.
I have many other questions.
MF: I have lots of time and I’m keen to talk through it all.
IW: I want to ask you about digital archives and Necro Archive. [What are] the convergences
between this work and your net-based practice?
MF: The net-based practice is the digital avatar stuff, I’m guessing?
IW: Yup. The stuff in Mozilla Hubs.
MF: Ok. I did a course in my graduate work at SASC which was called Writing in the Expanded
Field. And before that I hadn’t really thought that much of the digital of anything, other than “oh
it’s great to use visual tools and make video-work and whatever.” But, something between, and I
preface this with saying I am not a coder, but, the expansion of writing into both code work and
hypertext etc. All these ways to create other ways of navigating, other than the structure of a
novel for example. One, really sparked my imagination because it reminded me a lot of Choose
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Your Own Adventure novels. Which, I was very obsessed when I was just learning how to read,
with the RL Stein Choose Your Own Adventure ones and like..
IW: I didn’t know RL Stein made Choose Your Own Adventure books!
MF: I think its RL Stein. Or one of them. *Googling* I’m going to say its RL Stein. They were
basically Goosebumps stories, oh my god yeah: Give Yourself Goosebumps!
IW: Oh my gosh! That is cheeky I love it.
MF: There are 50 books! So basically at the end of a page you were told, “Do you want to toss a
coin?” Or “Do you want to look through the door?” Or something like that. And based on your
decision you would flip to another page. Like page 97 or whatever. They were kind of in-print
versions of hypertext, like clickable novels. And I remember a lot of them had really kind of fabulous gruesome deaths, like “You fall into a pit of snakes.” And there’s a frustration, but then
you’re like “Oh, but I can go back and choose the other thing,” or whatever. So..
IW: So you are moving through past and present, you have a freedom to move through past,
present, future…
MF: Yeah, and that none of those choices are final also. There was something about that that was
really freeing. And the juices got going with that. So then I was thinking about [how] we are all
in flux, cultures in flux, and even though there are lots of ideas like “we have to rigidify, this is
the historical, this is the establishment”etc. A lot of those texts at the time and also works where
people are reenacting a piece of history but they’ve changed it slightly. Recently, there was reenactment of enslaved people’s revolt in New Orleans, I remember there was a GoFundMe I signed
up for it, I have the card somewhere from it. But basically … when you redo something, getting
to look critically back at the players and what happened there, and the outcomes don’t have to
be exactly the same. Especially when retold now with, and like “This happened and that’s it”.
There’s a way of looking again, or differently at something or bringing a change about from it.
So, this is a tangent from the digital archives question, but I think that and playing video games
even. Like, made for straight cis male boys. Games like World of Warcraft where you got to
choose a character and go on adventures and stuff like that was really juicy for me as a queer
person. The idea of an avatar being a way of fashioning yourself. Of changing your identity. Of
code switching. All of these things which are really rich. Of doing pantomime drag.
IW: Yeah..
MF: That fuelled my imagination. Making these avatars who dance in these digital environments, or do these repetitive interactions. This was a way of doing digital performance, doing
things that I’m not capable of doing in my body necessarily. Of exploring different identities that
are fantastical and it’s kind of freeing. It has a feeling of joy or freedom.
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IW: It really does.
MF: Despite not physically escaping The Real. But, imagining other versions of yourself. Or,
interactions that you can do. There’s not a safety but an anonymity in that, because you’re costumed, you’re a different thing. So it has that other part of camouflage and protection.
IW: Which is something that Laura Westengard in her book Queer Goth Culture is thinking
about being able to operate beneath the surface, in the crypt, or underground. It’s interesting to
think about Internet [virtual spaces] as underground…
MF: Yeah, and also that digital material and how we access it is so different. I think there’s still
a lot of gatekeeping involved in it but the modes of access, the way we share things digitally, is
so different from, but there are similarities too. From Samasad and smuggled books and culture,
records and stuff like that. So, distribution systems outside of the authorized ones. And the
fragility of that system as well, because, how do those things get stored or housed? Which I think
I was especially thinking about the Necro Archive as that. The mausoleums or necropolises of
stored data and how its kind of dead until its resurrected through access. But also, there is a
chance that while it is being stored it will decay. And then, there’s a duel part of that. I’m blanking on the second part of where I was going with that.
IW: [The ways] that you are navigating the archive is through a digital conversion. It’s through a
digital scan of the original. I was thinking about that [action] as you giving the archive its own
digital avatar. That you play with. You are letting it dance.
MF: Yeah haha. And the act of scanning too which I think is really funny. When I think of like,
its a bit of a tangent but, the eye of the camera or the eye of the scanner how that operates like a
queer entity itself. Within a larger [theme] of my work, looking into cruising as a methodology.
The scan of the camera-eye being like “I am alighting on all of these different aspects,” and “are
we going to go to the next step, or pass each other as ships in the night?” There’s something funny too about, in the process Grace was using her personal Gmail Drive account. And after literally doing bootlegs of the 16mm film reels. And she was like “Morris, can you download all of
these so I can upload the next group of them?” So there was an act of erasure as a means of saving space or being able to add more. Which I thought was really funny or cool. But yeah, I love
the act of digitizing as part of the dance is a really beautiful thing to think about.
IW: I love to talk about conversion in those kinds of ways. That is all great stuff. I couldn’t ask
for more on that question… I wanted to talk about your infrared photographs, the jumpsuits, and
[drawing from] performance. I showed your work in a class presentation, everyone loved your
work.
MF: Oh that is wonderful. I’ve never thought that my work would ever be presented in a class!
IW: Everybody loved your work. and one of my fellow cohort asked about queer performativity
and staging in reference to the ways that the jumpsuits hung, like they are in a state of [becom79

ing], they are about to be zipped up and danced in or performing acts of labour within them.
Could you talk a little bit about that [relationship] as a potential?
MF: No of course. And I think the lighting in that space also adds to that because it’s a very theatrical [environment]. I did want them to be loosely hanging, like they are called “shrouds” so I
wa really thinking about them as living objects, living documents of the show.
Because the entire thermal imaging print was taking many many photos for the archives, the
space itself, using thermal imaging which itself is a very fantastical and weird thing. To scan a
space for the ghostly traces of labour, whether they exist or not. I’m not even sure, it picked up
heating moments, so like, the heat of… Grace and Kristina and Maria, I left my thermal imaging
camera in Windsor, and so they took video and photos of things that they found interesting. So,
that part of the collaboration, which I then expanded on when I went to Windsor and got to go
down into the archives myself. There’s moments where like, at the top of the print is the film
projector in action. So, [the camera] is picking up the heat of the projector against the backspace. And there’s slides in there and all of these things. It’s kind of telling a story through textiles. Which, I find very riveting in terms of my own textile work.
Like “How do you convey language through a visual [format]?” Like, thinking about a whole
whack of different examples, like flag waving for example. A system of long distance codes are
told to other boats based on the flags that are hoisted on the mast. Or flags in general. Maybe I
should move away from that as an example, because flags are also symbols of power etc. But,
those long distance symbols are [important], like American Sign Language, visual languages
which are directly saying something but also have other meanings depending on how they are
switched. Within that underlying theme I was really thinking about the performance of cloth as it
hangs by itself and what it conveys to someone.
And the jumpsuits were, the form of them was to reinforce the idea of painter jumpsuits that you
can zip up and start rolling paint on the wall. They are coveralls that even have like, the old ones
would have a space to put your hand? I always found this weird; why would you have that,
where it goes into your nude body underneath? But of course, those costumes are also made so
that you can reach in to get your wallet or your phone or whatever in your clothing beneath it, I
think. But I was like, “Wow, I never knew or thought about that before this moment!”
IW: You thought it was for safety?
MF: Yeah, or something a bit more, you know, sexy!
IW: Yeah well, that as well.
MF: Haha yes. But to come back to the performance. A lot of my textile pieces are made with
the purpose of doing performances in them. I was thinking about doing performances in [the
Artcite gallery] with the costumes on, but COVID has made me a lot more introverted in some
ways. So, it was a bit too much to install the show and then do a performance. But, any costume
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has that potential of being, it holds a clue of having a performance involved in it. Or even thinking about it as the post-performance. How the objects are floating and suspended so they have a
kind of cookie cutter person feeling to them, with the arms and the legs [placed just so], yeah that
was important to me, rather than having them be more shroud-like or sombre.
IW: Yeah, they are very active. Strapping yourself into one of those paint suits- I’ve met with so
many volunteers throughout my time at Artist-Run Centres who are so excited to put one on,
even if don’t necessarily have to for a task, you know? Even if it isn’t messy? There’s something
about wanting to feel like “I’m working in the gallery.” “I’m [donning this dress] that so many
other people have worn…”
MF: Yeah haha.
IW: It is very performative. And you are getting excited by the history of those who have come
before you and those who will come after…
(Section redacted- an anecdote from Imogen Wilson)
MF: In the locker piece, along with the custom jumpsuits, which my friend B Wijshijer constructed for me, I also got one prefabricated boiler suit, and I paired it with the pair of work coveralls that, I don’t know how long they’ve been at Artcite, but that is hanging next to it. Thinking of, that alignment of the impress of our DNA that’s fallen onto cloth, and onto the history.
Literally the blood sweat and tears being infused with these costumes.
IW: That is lovely. I think that’s all I have…
(We spoke for a few minutes about my thesis, and then we started another interesting flow…)
MF: That’s something I was worried about coming into Artcite, being this Toronto artist, and
being like “These are the things I want and need” and just coming in and installing my work,
and not being involved in any other community, other than in my studio. I wanted to find a model of reciprocity, with both the spaces I come into and who I am working with. Which I thought
was really successful. Also, the enthusiasm of [the collaboration]. It was lovely!
IW: Yeah! Oh and there was one other thing. We had a great conversation about the community
panel that you did a week before the show opened. It became this conversation that was about
equity and activism, it was a brilliant conversation. There is a connection between that event, and
the cultivated spaces that you have created. The tables, the environments for conversation.
MW: Yeah, I really wanted to have a feeling of, an active art thing happening, but also part of
the art is extending a welcome to the community that you’re working with, as an invitation or as
a place that can be hosted. But I didn’t want it to be over-programmed necessarily. It was funny, I
see some of those collaborations that happen, that then make the actual space, that is meant for
collaboration, become kind of unwelcoming? So yeah, if there’s just a table and chairs, and peo81

ple can come or not, maybe that is enough to build something. In my own propelled research…
I’ve been thinking a lot about emotional communities and temporary communities. A good example would be that artist talk, we did one conversation as a test run the week before, and we
talked for an hour and a half, and we decided not to record it. But, I wish we had a document
from it, because it had another set of things we were talking about, which were related. And that
programmed conversation [the community panel], how we came together for a grand total of
three hours maybe, plus some emailing back and forth. And yet, it had so much impact for myself and for the other participants. So, can the ephemeral spaces that we create, no matter if
there’s a longevity to it or not, in terms of the collaboration, how can we facilitate more places
for that kind of thing to happen?
IW: Mhm, yeah. That’s interesting. Those moments are important and vital. Thank you… That
makes me rethink different crutches I’ve read over the years about things like social practice.
Which there are problematic social practice [works]. But at the same time, thinking about [these
critics which state that] social practice must equal longterm, positive, tangible change is an unrealistic expectation, but also it’s putting a preference on a longterm community grown. And sometimes, those connections which happen [over] an afternoon can also be very vital.
MF: Yeah, exactly. And, that [has evolved] into a longterm meeting group, that we meet up to do
poetry critiques for each other, and we read each other’s poems, and give each other feedback
and say hi and how much we love and appreciate each other. But, we meet once a month on
Zoom, for an hour and a half, and if we had to stop doing it for whatever reason, it would be sad
in the moment, but whatever the time… and I said this in the Ghost Transmission Script “Whatever time we have is the time that remains.” So [asking] “What is something you can give?”
Which is harkening back to Indigenous knowledge; take what you need and leave something behind.
That feels like something.
IC: Yeah, thank you. It certainly does.
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Appendix B
A Conversation Between Grace Taylor and Imogen Wilson
April 4rd, 2022
IW: Just to get us going, could you describe what it was like to visit the Artcite archive for the
first time?
GT: Yes. Well, leading up to it people were describing the basement to me, and it was described
to me as a mess. So, I kinda [knew] what I [was] walking into. The first time I went down there,
the basement, I had envisioned it [as] dark and cold. It was a brighter environment. Still a basement with basement qualities. I went down there with Teajai (Artcite’s Executive Director) and
Teajai walked me through the different sections and he picked up a box, and he’s like “This box
could have a story, we could make stories about these objects.” And I thought, “That’s a cool
idea. That’s a cool way to look at things, everything has a story and how did it all end up here.”
Looking around, the first time, I wasn’t expecting the wall of old projectors and all the old technology, wasn’t expecting the film reels, that was exciting. ‘Cause I had never seen that stuff before. And I was like, “I can tinker with all of this!” So that was really cool.
IW: The film reels are really unexpected!
GT: There are copious amounts and I was blown away by that.
IW: There are so many objects in that basement that are such a mystery. How did this get here?
Why is this stuff here? It’s an archive that is beyond.
GT: It’s filled with the most random objects. The boxes down there, lost artwork for past Doin’
the Louvre’s, the candles, candle holders.. it was a treasure trove.
IW: Thank you. Could you talk to me about the nature of the materials that you were helping
Morris [Fox] with? What did the two of you end up gravitating towards?
GT: The materials that I was working with?
IW: Like, what types of things were you scanning or documenting with Morris [Fox]?
GT: Alright. I began by scanning and documenting, there were binders in the upstairs loft office,
and they were filled with the visual from the past, like flyers and the old…
IW: Slides?
GT: Yes the slides! The slide images, and I was scanning those. I happened upon a box that was
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full of guest books, and I found that to be very intriguing. I was very excited to show that to
Morris because it was filled with comments from the community and people’s opinions [about]
art shows and stuff. And some of them were hilarious. Crazy things that people felt comfortable
writing down on paper. I found that to be the most intriguing thing that I came across. Being able
to see into other people’s opinions of art shows, that was really cool.
IW: That’s great. I didn’t ever come across those.
GT: They were in a box high up in the loft office, and I happened to pull it down and I was like
“Oh these are so cool!”
IW: That’s amazing.
GT: And they’re in the show too! In one of Morris’s binders. We ended up scanning a bunch of
them and putting them on some coloured paper.
IW: Oh my gosh I need to go back!… I could spend a whole day [at the exhibition].
GT: Yeah in order to look at everything.
IW: Yeah, I want to look at everything.
GT: I came across a binder full of the Day Without Art stuff; flyers and papers and documents
about it. And I scanned a bunch of those. And we have a binder in the show filled with all of the
papers, and that was really cool to find as well.
IW: That’s amazing. So you truly were involved in the creative process. You’re also acting as
curator [by] finding these special materials and then they make their way into the show. I love
that. Could you talk a little bit about, did you notice any trends or changes within the archive,
throughout the years? Morris told me that you two were looking at some different time periods.
GT: There is more digital artworks leading up to now. In the past there was a lot more performative artworks. In the past it was… now we are bringing in a lot more artists that are covering
queer issues, Indigenous artists, so that’s happening a lot more now. In the past, the issues
weren’t as they are now.
I’m trying to think if there were anymore changes.
IW: That’s good and we can come back to it if you think of anything else that you want to add to
that question…
GT: Also I think I experienced Artcite too, at a time that was [during] COVID. So in the past
there was a lot more opportunities for performance, and bringing in artists for grander shows that
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people could actually physically be there for. For me, I didn’t get to experience some of those
things, so, there was a shift there.
IW: Side tangent, but one of the events from the past, from the early 2000s that was equal parts
impressive and daunting to consider was the Arctite Fahrenheit Festival, [those] materials. Like,
what?? The admin, the volunteers [needed] to build these giant sculptures out of wood, and then
they set them on fire! And all [of the] people who came and watched the fire… the red tape of
that [event] that you would have to get through! It would be huge. And the sculptures are giant in
scale.
GT: Yeah. I was reading in the archives, they rented out a space. [And they had to] get the fire
department on board with it… How did [Artcite staff] do that?? It’s insane.
IW: Yeah… it’s incredible. Things like that from the archive are very special pieces.
GT: And there’s a lot of photos of that event too, and big posters and stuff.
IW: Yeah. There are people who know Artcite from those events. Volunteers just from Fahrenheit Fest. Could you describe your relationship of working with Morris? I want to get to the root
of what that relationship is like, of an archivist working with an artist. If you could talk about
that and then I’ll keep going.
GT: At first it was getting to know what Morris was really looking for. Initially, I was sending
him scans of the visual materials. But then, he asked me if he could go deeper in, and see notes
from past board meetings. [We were] working together to find Morris’s vision for the show, picking out what he was looking for. He gave me the years to look out for, he picked four or five
years in particular, so I honed in on those years, and went crazy pulling boxes. Working with
Morris was very easy, he is very easy going and patient. Whenever he came down to Windsor it
was very nice to go through the archives together, and get a better idea of things to do for him.
Working with Morris was easy, it was so easy to work with him.
IW: That’s lovely. It seems like there’s a great give and take there.
GT: Yeah.
IW: Could you talk a little bit about the photography work that you did with [Morris Fox]?
GT: The polaroids?
IW: Yeah the polaroids and the infrared camera?
GT: Yeah! That was cool. I’ll start with the polaroids. [We] went down and around and took pictures of the imagery, trying to capture the essence of the archives at Artcite. Went around the
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basement and took photos around there, and then… I took pictures of me documenting the film
reels to show the process of us making this exhibition, so that could be in the archives as well. So
that was cool.
And then for the infrared, that was really fun. When Kristina and I were prepping the gallery
walls I said “Oh, we should film this with the infrared camera because this is us doing gallery
work and it shows the work you put into gallery maintenance”. It’s really cool to have infrared
videos; the colours and the heating, this really cool imagery. And, I’m walking around the basement with it, it was cool because you find little images, things that pop out within the distortion
of infrared. I noticed on one of Morris’s jumpsuits, one of the images… [it had] my handwriting.
I had written down all of the years that Morris wanted me to look for. And looking at his jumpsuit, like “Oh, that’s my handwriting”… That was the experience with the cameras.
IW: Thank you, this is all great… While you were going through this archival material were
there moments where you were thinking about what is kept and what is extracted, what is not
conserved?
GT: Stuff that hasn’t been documented?
IW: Yeah, like, the control of the organization… and on a larger level, the structure of the archive, how it creates meaning and forms its own history, how it becomes an act of storytelling?
GT: Yeah. I did view it kind of as other people telling the story. I never really felt that things
were hidden, just because upon reading some of the board meetings and all of that, you can tell
that the people who had worked at Artcite were very open. And, nothing is really properly
archived I would say, so, I mean there is probably stuff missing. Also with flooding, stuff gets
tossed out. I had to get rid of a bunch of stuff but we photographed it. I never really felt that stuff
was missing or controlled in such a way that stories weren’t being told.
IW: Thank you that is great… I’m making space for a critical perspective if there is one…
GT: I feel if I were to spend more time I would probably be able to pick it out. My time at
Artcite was quite short. I felt for the most part it wasn’t bad in any way.
IW: Thank you. Morris was telling me that you completed many many many of these digitized
scans, archival material, where are those scans now? I know there’s the creative project, and the
archival material.
GT: Yeah, well basically those scans live on Google Drive, a shared folder between me, Morris,
Kristina and Maria. We all kind of, I did a lot of the scanning for the archives, Kristina did a lot
of uploading of the infrared photographs and videos, so basically all of those documents live in a
shared document in the Google Drive.
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IW: Thank you. All the [these details] are conceptually rich to me, and it’s important to get these
details. The details are an important part of the process and the work that you’ve done. Bringing
the archive into a new world, into the digital world, it’s very important.
GT: I think its cool to know the process of making these things, and how information is shared.
IW: We are getting to the end… Is there anything else you’d like to share, that was specifically
unique, about your experience as the Artcite archivist?
GT: Yeah, I think being the Artcite archivist I was able to view this gallery from different time
periods, and view Windsor as a community, an artist community in this different way throughout
its history, which was really cool. And I mentioned in my testimony, I got to it in on board meetings from the 80s, by reading these conversations between people that I’ve never met and never
known. I’m learning about them through documents and it was a very interesting way to look at
the history of gallery Artist-Run culture. I found that to be the most extraordinary part of the job.
IW: Amazing! I have a really quick clarification… I was looking over from my notes in Morris
Fox’s interview, and he said the film reels were 16mm, but then, were there some 8mm? I think I
saw that… as well. Just for clarity for my writing.
GT: Yes, okay. So, I actually was reading up on it because I was trying to figure out which was
which. It’s not very clear. Basically, what I learned, I wrote 8mm in my testimonial, and the reason being, was because there were sprockets on either side of the reel. And I think 16mm is a
larger image with [sprockets on one side]. Is what I learned.
IW: I’m no expert. I think I will stick with 8mm.. in that case.
GT: Yeah, okay. I think it depends on when, time periods differ, so one of them may have been
16mm because of how old the film was. And the newer ones, with colour, and better quality really, were more 8mm. So it might be a time period difference too. That’s something that I had to
research because I needed clarification on it too. But I think Morris has been saying 16, and I’m
not sure.
IW: I might just say film reels too. That’s specific enough I’m sure. Haha. Okay great. Thank
you so much for this interview.
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